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1Chicago Daily News, 3 July, 1919, Chicago Tribune, 4 July, 1919.  The Illinois Search and Seizure  Act allowed for municipal enforcement of both the Wartime Prohibition Act and the National  Prohibition Act.  Sozumuski’s arrest was both the Chicago Police Department’s first arrest and the  first arrest by any agency.  
  
15 drinkers planned to actually comply with the new federal ban on alcohol and risk‐takers were willing to break the law in order to profit.  For some lawbreakers, illegal drinking, providing illicit beverages, and evading enforcement officials to do so, became the chief symbolic duty of the patriotic American citizen willing to express his or her personal liberty.  Many looked on those residents who violated the law to supply alcohol to customer as heroes.  Consequently widespread violations resulted in the world of crime blossoming from a largely segregated venture to one that touched every aspect of life in the city.  The growth of this criminal world helped to create a novel culture that helped to build avenues of integration between men and women from all ethnic, racial, and national backgrounds–and from diverse neighborhoods–in order to produce, distribute, and consume alcohol.2    Even before the beginning of the dry era, the supporters of legal alcohol expressed numerous reasons to contest the Eighteenth Amendment.  While they had lost the legal and political battles, opponents continued to attack the logic of Prohibition.  They mounted an assault that culminated with the Eighteenth Amendment’s repeal in 1933.  An array of viewpoints and philosophies arose concerning the topic.  A whole range of beliefs arose, from ardently dry to as "wet as Lake Michigan.”  Most everyone had an opinion and it became the center of many conversations.  The matter drove political discussions and debates and was a core issue to many voters by the end of the 1920s.3    
                                                     2Chicago Tribune, 4 February, 1951.       3Chicago Tribune, 2 April, 1932.   
  
16   The alcohol question was the center of a cultural divide during the 1920s between those residents who supported the Eighteenth Amendment and those who opposed it.  “Wets,” those who held any sort of approval for alcohol, and “drys,” those who wished to eliminate booze, debated a number of issues regarding the effectiveness and merits of Prohibition: its economic consequences and impact on labor disputes, its effectiveness in stemming drinking, its effects on poverty, spousal abuse, and abandonment within families, its influence on children, and its overall impact on crime.  An inspiration for many wets was the question of criminalizing a personal behavior, drinking alcohol, in a country founded on principles of democracy and freedom.  While drys attempted to portray those who opposed them as “un‐American,” wets portrayed themselves as the true embodiment of the values of the United States Constitution.4    One veteran of World War I, writing to the Tribune a few days before the Eighteenth Amendment commenced, expressed the general opinion of the city.  Coming home to the United States, he "found congress had ruined" the country and he was prepared to stop it.  "I am now a bolshevist but an American one and there  are thousands like me."  Aware that his wet opinion might disqualify him if he was an immigrant, he prefaced his statement saying he was born in Chicago and didn’t “want to be classed with those bohunk foreigners . . .” but, the writer continued, "wipe out that unjust law."  Like many other wets, he saw the law imposed on the 
                                                      4Lerner, Dry Manhattan: Prohibition in New York City (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,  2007), Chapter Three.    
  
17 city from outside by rural and small town forces hostile to big city life.  "What does a yap from the country [Congressman Volstead] know about the life in a large city?  Liquor is the very pulse of a large city," he concluded.  The writer’s opinions were not radical or unpopular but reflected those of the majority of residents in Chicago.5   The final farewell to John Barleycorn, what many observers called “a summertime New Year's eve,” took place on Monday, June 30, 1919, the day before the Wartime Prohibition Act became law on July 1.  The oppositional character of the send‐off alerted many observers.  Karl Eitel, proprietor of a number of alcohol‐selling establishments located downtown and on the North Side, observed that the farewell was not “merely a celebration.”  Instead, men and women turned out “in protest against the infringement upon their constitutional liberties.”  Revelers passed out and wore daisies to object to the commencement of wartime Prohibition.  The greatest excitement was in the Loop where many celebrants vocally objected.  One man stood on a wooden stand and yelled to the revelers, “Where's your liberty?  Where's your freedom.  The foundation of our liberties is being knocked from under us,” prompting both support and aggression from bystanders.6   Despite the city’s wet majority, drys had a long history in Chicago.  Local prohibitionists were part of a growing nation‐wide effort that brought together numerous interests.  While scientific research had shown the negative impact of 
                                                     5Chicago Tribune, 16 January, 1920.          6Chicago Daily News, 1 July, 1919; Chicago Tribune, 1 July, 1919.     
  
18 alcohol on health, doctors and scientists were not the primary forces behind the movement.  Instead the condemnation of booze was a cultural trope that developed over the course of the nineteenth century that was tied to various social, cultural, religious, economic, and political developments accompanying industrialization and urbanization.     The dry mentality was a component of the American drive toward self‐restraint, discipline, and social and economic advancement.  While associated with the middle class, it was not unique to any one social group.  Anti‐alcohol crusaders often expressed deeper concerns about the nation's rapidly growing cities.  Temperance and prohibition groups soon came to see alcohol and the saloon as the root of all of society's perceived problems.  Ethnic conflicts further related to concerns about drinking and intoxication.  In both the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, arguments over alcohol often mirrored the animosities between native‐born Americans and the growing number of immigrant groups.  Between the 1890s and 1910s, newcomers from eastern and southern Europe, who maintained customs of alcohol use, brought new worries of disorder and its connection to the liquor and beer industries.7   Prohibition was also similarly related to the developments in Protestant churches at the turn of the century, particularly related to revivalism.  Protestant ministers and their congregations influenced by the Third Great Awakening, who 





                                                     8Paul Boyer, Urban Masses and Moral Order in America, 1820­1920 (Cambridge: Harvard University  Press, 1978), Chapter Thirteen; John D. Buenker, “The Illinois Legislature and Prohibition, 1907‐ 1919,” 363‐384.    
  
20 vocally advanced the cause.  Employers such as Louis Swift and Cyrus McCormick Jr. supported the Eighteenth Amendment as a means to benefit workers and their productivity.9    Reformers were not just concerned about the habits of the working‐class.  Beginning in the late 1890s, and particularly around 1912, more and more members of the middle and upper classes participated in activities surrounding public drinking in restaurants, cabarets, clubs, cafes, and “black and tans.”  New commercial establishments thrived where a mix of social types congregated, particularly in Chicago's Black Belt where Colosimo's and the Pekin Inn provided venues for a heterogeneous mix of men and women.  The Rainbo Gardens and the Green Mill Gardens offered similar forms of leisure on the North Side.  The city also experienced a dance hall craze in the early twentieth century.  These new forms of middle‐class amusements caused great concern for many reformers.  Especially alarming to sensitive minds was that fact that women were becoming more common in these public leisure places.10   Seen as the breeders of crime, poverty, political corruption, and violence, the all‐male saloon became the primary target to reformers.  Some of their accusations about the saloon were in fact true.  Many temperance advocates pointed to husbands who squandered their incomes in saloons and came home to physically 










22   While the dry mentality swept lawmakers throughout the nation, a significant portion of public consciousness remained steadfast against it, especially within northern cities such as Chicago.  After more than a decade of state and local option laws that illegalized alcohol in the majority of the nation’s terrain, Chicago remained a bastion of alcohol use.  Although many local reformers viewed alcohol as the root of all societal problems, most Chicagoans looked to booze as a stimulant to relaxation, socialization, and creativity.13 Many of these disgruntled residents expressed their opinions.  In the months before wartime Prohibition, hundreds of thousands of men and women, many from Chicago, sent "protest postcards" to their representative in the United States House of Representatives and Senate demanding a reversal of the inevitable ban on alcohol.14   The ineffectiveness of Prohibition was obvious early.  Arthur B. Farwell of the Chicago Law and Order League, a private temperance and moral reform organization, estimated that more than a thousand saloons still ran wide‐open two weeks after the beginning of wartime Prohibition.15 Before the Eighteenth Amendment became effective in January 1920, many observers proclaimed it a failure.  The city's largest newspaper, the Chicago Tribune, referred to the law as “a disgrace to the nation . . . a moral disaster."  It was "a fraud and . . . ha[d] made a fraud of law.  It . . . increased the natural American insolence toward the law.  It . . . 
                                                     13Robert G. Spinny, City of Big Shoulders: A History of Chicago (DeKalb: Northern Illinois Press,  2000), 23‐24.          14Chicago Tribune, 23, 25, June, 1919.         15Chicago Daily News, 17 July, 1919.     
  
23 made ten law breakers [sic] where it found one.  Authority is a jest and enforcement a joke," the editorial concluded.16 In September 1920, seven months after the Eighteenth Amendment took effect, Major R. A. Dalrymple, federal Prohibition chief for the central states, stated to a group of newspaper reporters, "Chicago is wetter today than it was before the Volstead Act went into effect last January.”  Nonetheless, he believed full enforcement was possible.  However, before the end of 1920, Dalrymple had renounced his previous optimism and retired to other endeavors, leaving the job to his assistant.17   Although drys painted wets as evil connivers of the "liquor interests," men and women from a variety of backgrounds supported legal alcohol.  The majority of the population resisted the failed experiment.  In April 1919, in a local‐option election, the city voted against Prohibition by a three to one margin, by almost two hundred fifty thousand votes.  Women, who were seen as the ardent supporters of Prohibition, voted against the measure by about fifty thousand votes.  All of the wards opposed the proposition.  Even traditionally dry districts where saloons and the alcohol manufacturing industry had little political muscle, such as the Sixth and Seventh Wards encompassing Hyde Park, and the Twenty‐third and Twenty‐fifth Wards18 of the Lakeview and Uptown neighborhoods, rejected the measure.19   
                                                     16Chicago Tribune, 2 January, 1920.          17Chicago Tribune, 22 July, 1920, 11 November, 1921.       18Ward boundaries were charged in 1922, placing these neighborhoods in new wards.          19Chicago Tribune, 2 April, 1919.    
  
24   Veterans of the American Expeditionary Forces provided much vocal opposition.  Returning to the United States in 1919 and 1920, two issues were on the minds of former soldiers: the search for employment and the loss of their personal freedom.20 Some men even publicly complained about risking their lives for ideals of liberty only to come home and have a part of their freedoms eliminated.21 For instance, Colonel Henry J. Reilly, who fought under the artillery division during the war and claimed not to drink himself, called the Eighteenth Amendment unjust, asserting that "results in France had demonstrated that the American soldier might be permitted to drink without fear of disgracing either himself or his uniform.”22    The alcohol business itself coordinated the greatest initial resistance.  While the brewers' associations initially relented, distillers planned a legal battle months before the nation went dry.  In late 1918, forty‐three independent beer and wine companies came together to form the Trades Union Liberty League.  As state legislatures neared the thirty‐six states needed to ratify the amendment, distillers from around the nation gathered in Chicago and pooled together over a billion dollars for the legal fight they anticipated.23 Many saloon owners consciously planned to get arrested in order to get their cases into court and challenge the law. 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Tribune, 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March, 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Tribune, 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25 Their attorneys Levy Mayer and Robert J. Nordhold took every legal strategy possible but were ultimately unsuccessful.24 As July 1 neared, the Brewers' Association decided to begin a court battle as well.  Less than two weeks after the beginning of wartime Prohibition, the Stenson Brewing Company challenged the law and was indicted for brewing beer of one percent alcohol content.  Following similar logic in cases in New York, Baltimore, Pittsburgh, Boston, and New Orleans, the company's attorneys, Henry Freeman, Michael Igoe, and Alfred Austrian argued that beer below two and three‐fourths percent alcohol content was not intoxicating and should be permitted under Prohibition.  The legal battles concerning both the constitutionality and the specifics of the law continued for years.  Despite their defeat, Igoe and Freeman gained much publicity from their actions and continued to represent numerous defendants over the next fourteen years.25   A large percentage of opposition came from ethnic communities.  The majority of the city's population was either foreign‐born or the children of at least one foreign‐born parent.  Between the 1880s and 1920, hundreds of thousands of Poles, Italians, Czechs, Slavs, Greeks, Irish, Germans, Austrians, Lithuanians, and Russians migrated to Chicago.  According to the 1930 census, 148,622 Poles, 111,366 Germans, 78,462 Russians, 73,960 Italians, 65,735 Swedes, and 48,814 Czechs lived in the city.  Their children composed an even larger percentage of inhabitants.  An additional few hundred thousand black southerners arrived in the 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26 early decades of the 1900s, and by 1930, the city’s African American population was 233,903.26   Some newcomers supported Prohibition, causing splits within these ethnic or racial groups.  Nonetheless, a sizable portion of them rejected it.  Alcohol usage was particularly engrained in the cultures of the Polish, Italians, Czechs, Germans, and Irish.  Despite the prohibitionists’ best efforts, the majority of these groups rejected the amendment.  A few immigrants in fact responded by leaving the nation and returning to their home countries.27   Some native‐born observers correlated mass lawbreaking to the fact that most of these immigrants were from southern and eastern Europe.  For instance, Dr. Copeland Smith, a pastor at Grace Methodist Episcopal Church, believed Chicago “suffer[ed] from the unchecked stream of alien immigration from southern Europe which does not have so high a respect for law as the people of northern Europe.”  However, in reality opposition and violations of Prohibition occurred among immigrants from all countries, including northern European countries.  Native‐born residents broke the law at a comparable rate as well. 28     The reasons for the lawbreaking were common to most newcomers.  Alcohol use was a valued custom within many immigrant communities in Chicago and they 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28 Amendment with bigotry and hatred in the minds of black, Catholic, and Jewish Chicagoans.33    Industrial laborers, a faction overlapping with immigrant residents, interpreted the law as a direct assault.  Prohibition exacerbated what was already a tumultuous time for industrial relations.  Rumors of working‐class revolt and the proliferation of socialism or anarchism if the law passed persisted for months.  Many commentators claimed of a growing bolshevism movement in Chicago tied to opposition to Prohibition.34 For many labor leaders, the issue took on an even greater level of class significance, as wealthier residents stocked up on liquor before the law went into effect.  Samuel Gompers, the moderate head of the American Federation of Labor, decried the criminalization of alcohol because he believed it would radicalize workers.  Indeed, local unions and their saloon‐owner allies threatened a general strike following the amendment's passage.  Many workers wore "No Beer, No Work" buttons after a button manufacturing company in Chicago tried to cash in on the sentiment.  Opponents of the Eighteenth Amendment soon wore them nationwide.  The phrase, along with “No Beer, No Coal, became the catchphrase of the laboring class' opposition across the country.  The antagonism fomented in late 1919 when many working‐class men from Chicago made their way to a march in Washington D. C. to protest on Pennsylvania Avenue where they were 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29 met by James Coxey, the leader of another march a generation earlier.35   Many laboring drinkers developed a deep resentment toward both the federal government and the wealthy as the result the criminalization of alcohol.  Although the Chicago Federation of Labor’s publication The New Majority remained largely silent on the issue, workers nonetheless were upset.  As one Italian worker told the Tribune, "the pleasure of eating and drinking and lingering over my three or four glasses of wine . . . is the humanizing hour of the day for me with my family and friends.  I resent it bitterly having that stimulating hour legislated out of my life.”36 Editorial cartoonist John T. McCutheon of the Tribune believed that Prohibition "fanned the flames of class prejudice.  The poor man who wants a drink can't get it, and he reads, every day about the large private stocks laid in by the rich.  It makes him sore.  It looks like favoritism, and puts him in a bitter and resentful mood.”37   While Prohibition was designed to increase worker morale and productivity, it immediately appeared to have the opposite effect.  Soon promises of worker unrest came to fruition.  Laborers at the McCormick International Harvester Company and the Crane Company, under the Federal Union, launched a "mystery strike," meaning the strikers made no specific demands.  Agitation spread to other workers and soon the entire city was in the midst of labor strife.38 Many observers 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30 pointed to the dry law as a cause for the conflict.  One worker for the Crane Company explained that before July 1 "the organizers hadn't had a chance with the common workingman.  They couldn't be stirred up in mass.  July 1 brought discontent, and beerless, the workers were easy meat for the organizers.”  Alderman of the First Ward Michael "Hinky Dink" Kenna claimed that most workers saw Prohibition "as an infringement of their freedoms" and believed that "beer [had] more to do with [the strikes] than bolshevism.”39   Many commentators agreed with Kenna concerning the relationship between Prohibition and the strikes.  One writer to the Tribune, who claimed to be close to industrial workers, explained how the criminalization of alcohol fueled class resentment.  Many workers did not know why they should "work and sweat when a lot of parasites, men who produce nothing but hot air and who create nothing but trouble, rob [them] of the right to enjoy life in [their] own fashion.”  Beer was "the immediate reward of hard labor" and now that it was gone, tensions mounted.40 Samuel Gompers explained the situation: “Instead of sitting over his pitcher of beer, he goes into the streets to meet other men restless and unsettled as himself.  They rub together their mutual grievances and there are sparks and sometimes fire.”   Despite these claims, Prohibition was not in actuality the primary cause of the strikes.  Instead, they were part of a nationwide effort among trade unions in 1919 to gain an eight‐hour day, higher wages, and greater political sway in local 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31 governments.41    The strikes were not the only outburst of violence in July 1919 that observers linked to the abolition of alcohol.  By August, H. G. Wells, wondering "who's looney now?" cited the prevalence of "murders, race riots, and strikes," that had all occurred despite Prohibition.42 At the end of July, the worst racial turbulence in the city's history began.  While some commentators blamed the violence on a dry city, others believed that it would have been a lot worse with a saloon on every corner.43  Fears of revolution and violence, however, proved unwarranted.  Eventually the unrest subsided, as the ability to buy and sell alcohol resumed illegally.  Most workers and city residents turned to the criminal underworld more than the ideologies of communism or anarchy in response to the illegalization of alcohol.   Chicago's immigrant and laboring population was not the only critic of the Eighteenth Amendment.  Opposition came in many forms from middle‐ and upper‐class residents of the city.  A week before wartime Prohibition arrived, the Association Opposed to the National Prohibition Amendment set up an office in the Auditorium Building.  The Chicago organization included a number of prominent men in finance, labor, and industry.  The presidents of many tobacco companies were on the board of directors, as they were trying to prevent what they believed to 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32 be the next step for morality crusaders: the elimination of tobacco.44    The city's religious authorities were divided on the alcohol question.  While Protestant churches for the most part stood ardently behind the Eighteenth Amendment and were a major force behind its passage, some ministers opposed it.  German‐based Lutheran churches were particularly vocal.  Local Catholic leaders were less devoutly dry as well.  George Cardinal Mundelein believed the electorate should vote on the issue if Prohibition was to happen at all.  He saw the amendment as "fomenting class hatred.”45    City and county leaders never fully submitted to the idea of Prohibition or its enforcement.  Chicago's wets maintained a significant amount of political support from both Republicans and Democrats.  The municipal government even attempted to halt enforcement.  Less than two months after the Eighteenth Amendment took effect, the city council voted fifty‐one to ten for a resolution that requested that the Illinois legislature rescind its approval of the amendment and submit the question to a referendum.  Those aldermen who voted against the resolution were forced to defend themselves before angry constituents.  Public officers, however, were not always blatantly wet due to the influence of dry organizations in elections.  Politicians of all parties walked a tight line between wet and dry voters and often solved the issue by advocating legalization of light beers and wines, while also 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33 supporting the enforcement of Prohibition laws.46   Chicago's most vocal opponent of Prohibition was Democratic alderman Anton Cermak.  Cermak was no newcomer to Chicago politics.  As a Bohemian‐born immigrant who worked as a coal miner as a child, his rise into politics was unusual.  While mining in Braidwood, Illinois, he met George E. Brennan, "one of the big cogs in the Roger Sullivan,” organization of the local Democratic Party and later started his own coal business with Brennan's assistance.  Building a following in the Twelfth Ward among the younger Czech community, Cermak climbed the ranks of the Sullivan organization.  In 1902, he won election to the state legislature and later served as an alderman for the Twelfth Ward.  Cermak also delved into real estate and banking, establishing the Lawndale Building and Loan Association.  In the 1906, Cermak became an instrumental figure in the United Societies for Local Self Government (USLSG), an organization formed for the purpose of opposing charter reform in the city.  The USLSG later battled against dry organizations and was the first group to actively urge the election of wet candidates.  The USLSG vowed to fight the amendment and believed a dry Chicago was nothing but a "mirage.”  Later, in 1912, Cermak was elected chief bailiff of the city courts.  In 1918, Cermak ran for Cook county sheriff but lost.  In 1922, he won the presidency of the Cook County Board of Commissioners and in 1928 he became chairman of the Cook County Democratic Party.47 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34   Cermak was Chicago’s most vocal opponent of the Eighteenth Amendment. The city looked to him as the "the wettest of its kind between the two oceans.”  By 1920, the Czech‐language Denni Hlasatel characterized Cermak as the dry’s biggest enemy and the city’s champion for liberty.  While many public figures were reluctant to renounce the law's enforcement, Cermak openly stated his opposition to federal agents.  He also assisted distillers in their court battles.48  Cermak heavily criticized Mayor Bill Thompson for agreeing to use the local police force to enforce the federal law (despite the fact that city officer made very few arrests).  His relationship to the alcohol business was not characteristic of many Chicago politicians.  Even drys acknowledged that he did not have strong ties to brewers, distillers, and saloonkeepers like many other alcohol proponents.49    A major component of the antagonism to Prohibition came from the local media.  While many news organs were reluctant to renounce the amendment, a number of papers denounced it early on.  The Chicago Tribune, traditionally an ally of drys, became increasingly critical as Prohibition approached and was even more so after it took effect.  Foreign language newspapers notice this change of view on part of the Tribune (as well as the Chicago Daily News) and commended them for 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35 it.50 The Tribune's editors and columnists deplored the ban on alcohol from the beginning.  "Help win the former war.  Stand by our recent allies.  Straf [sic] the late Hun with lemonade.  We must win the past war at any cost,” the Tribune columnist Jack Lait penned mocking the coming of the "wartime" measures.51   The Tribune’s president and co‐editor, Colonel Robert McCormick, was determined to make the paper into the “World's Greatest Newspaper” and orchestrated its large‐scale growth.  He constructed an opposition to the Eighteenth Amendment that provided much of the reason for the paper's dramatic increase in circulation during the 1920s.  The Tribune analyzed Prohibition as an unnecessary breach of personal liberty brought about by industrialists concerned about worker discipline and increased profits.  The editor described the situation soon after the passage of the Eighteenth Amendment: "Capitalism has indicated its preference for sobriety.  What it wants is reliable automata to sit at machines and make profits.  Capitalism wants a placid householder, a workman who spends his leisure in slippers or in bed, and works, when he works, as if he were a oiled machine intent upon his employer’s dividends.”52   Following the passage of the amendment, the Tribune wondered if it was necessary.  An editorial stated that a change in the "organic" law (the constitution) 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Chicago, 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Tribune, 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July, 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36 was not needed, merely an act of Congress.  The paper also understood the impossibility of changing the behaviors that were so ingrained in American culture and traditions.   After observing intoxicated revelers welcome in 1920, an editorial declared that Prohibition had "made a fraud of law" by increasing "the natural American insolence toward the law."  The amendment had "made ten law breakers where it found one," the newspaper lamented.  Such notions became more accepted throughout the decade.53   The Tribune's stance, however, was complicated.  McCormick, inherently a conservative editor, wanted to see the saloon eliminated.  He and his co‐editor Joseph Patterson sensed a problem related to public drinking and the flood of eastern and southern Europeans into the city.  The paper often spoke of the dangerous "foreign element" in Chicago.  However, McCormick and Patterson did not believe Prohibition was the correct manner in which to cure the problem.  Before a municipal local‐option election, the Tribune told its readers to vote against the law.  Many of the paper's writers agreed, although not all of them.  Internal disputes within the pages of the Tribune were frequent.  Other writers, such as Dr. W. A. Evans, strongly supported Prohibition and advocated it in his columns, making him a figure of derision amongst wets.54   The Tribune particularly worried about the direction the country was heading in stemming personal liberties and civil rights.  As one editorial explained it, 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38 prohibition amendment."  The newspaper, the resolution continued, was "a menace to orderly government" and a major reason for "disunion, lawlessness, anarchy, and riot . . . .”58 Many writers accused the paper of advocating "the cause of outlaws.”  The once cozy relationship between moral reformers and the city's press fissured as the dream of a dry city became a reality.59   Other newspapers expressed the frustrations and anger of immigrant groups and working‐class Chicagoans.  Foreign language newspapers provided the most criticism.  Before one city local‐option vote, many newspapers ran advertisements encouraging citizens to reject Prohibition.  The ads described drys as "prohibition dictators who . . . rob you of your freedom."  One contained a picture of a clergyman carrying a warrant of search and seizure entering a laborer's home at night, expressing many residents' fear of the violation of their private property.  In addition to the loss of freedom, they were also concerned about the great loss of work opportunities in the alcohol industry.  The city’s Bohemian press was the most fervent in expressing their rage toward the law.60  Prohibition split the black media and community in Chicago.  The city's newspapers operated by African American Chicagoans were reluctant to make criticisms.  Chicago Defender editor Robert Abbott supported the Eighteenth 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39 Amendment because he believed if black residents adopted conservative values, they would achieve civil rights quicker.  Weeks before the beginning of wartime Prohibition, a Defender editorial claimed there were “thousands of arguments why we should dispose with intoxicants, but not one logical reason for keeping them on the market.”61 Another Defender editorial praised the coming of wartime Prohibition stating, "the best that can be said about liquor is that it is the root of all evil.  Its passing has marked a long forward stride in civilization . . . ."62 The newspaper dispensed with arguments that the Eighteenth Amendment “restricts man’s rights and privilege” and worried instead about “the innocents who suffer[ed] through drinker’s indiscretions.”63   The Defender, however, was less enthusiastic about prohibitionists' morality.  The newspaper both promoted entertainment in the city's Black Belt and expressed discontent over the increase in crime in the district.  The paper's editors often accused reformers of racism and challenged their fears of interactions between blacks and whites.  The Defender's support of Prohibition continued through the 1920s, advocating the enforcement of the law instead of repeal or modification (although by the 1930s, they had changed their stance).  Quarrels were frequent between the Defender and the Tribune.  When the Tribune compared the non‐enforcement of the Eighteenth Amendment to that of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth 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40 Amendments, the Defender's editors responded by criticizing the Tribune for supporting the “nullification” of the Eighteenth Amendment.64    Much of the wets' criticism was directed at the Anti Saloon League and other dry organizations.  Many commentators criticized the League using adjectives such as “bigoted,” “fascist,” “tyrannical,” and “puritanical.”  Those against the amendment felt the Anti Saloon League had taken over both political parties, calling both the Republicans and Democrats "wings of the Prohibition party."65 Apathy toward the voting process increased along with cynicism.  Prohibitionists meanwhile tried to paint the entire alcohol trade as "members of the underworld, crooks, and criminals,” while wets tried to distance alcohol from criminality and drunkenness.66    Many letters written to newspapers associated the anti‐alcohol movement with the increase in women's social standing in the early twentieth century.  This tie between temperance and females provided reason for many men to oppose women voting in the early decades of the twentieth century.  Following the advent of wartime Prohibition, a misogynistic backlash emerged.  Liquor‐loving men particularly blamed suffrage for the newfound power of drys.67    The fear of government agents coming into one's home to search for alcohol was a particular concern.  The Defender predicted "a demonstration the like of 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41 which they will not soon forget" if Illinois passed the Search and Seizure Act, the state law meant to enforce Illinois local‐option laws and national Prohibition.  "It must not be forgotten," the Defender's editor wrote, "that the idea of a man's home being his castle is very deeply ingrained in the American mind, and the wild men who are screaming at the legislature in an attempt to pass this bit of nefarious legislation will find themselves about as hated as the red‐coated minions who played this game when this country was young" (referring to the British during the American Revolution).68     One of the city's most forthright voices who defended violators was attorney Clarence D. Darrow.  “The spirit of human liberty never ran so low in the world or in America as it does today,” he wrote in 1919.69 In the early years of the Eighteenth Amendment, Darrow became one of the more radical thinkers on the subject.  While many wet commentators believed enforcement was the best way to deal with Prohibition, Darrow ardently claimed that the law was falsely pushed on the public without their permission, thus government had no responsibility to enforce it.70 Those who violated the law, he believed, were merely doing their duty as citizens to uphold their constitutional liberties.  He defended numerous men and women over the next fourteen years.  A number of underworld leaders, including criminal entrepreneurs Terrance Druggan and Frankie Lake, hired Darrow to represent them 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42 in court.71     Dry advocates, such as economist Irving Fisher, responded to such critics by claiming that a dry country would ultimately provide more freedom for individuals by removing alcohol.  All laws in fact, Fisher argued, inherently stem personal liberty, thus Prohibition was no different in that respect.  Numerous reformers and settlement house workers, such as Jane Addams and Grace Abbott, reiterated Fisher's arguments to help justify their support of the Eighteenth Amendment.  Like many fellow prohibitionists, Addams saw dry laws as a chance to reduce spousal abuse and crime, prevent destructive influences–such as gambling halls and brothels–on children, and increase the wealth of ethnic families.  Also like many of her contemporary drys, she viewed Prohibition as part of a progressive political agenda that would alleviate the suffering of lower‐class residents.72   The discussion assumed an added dimension as other counties debated and acted on the issue.  Chicagoans carefully followed the actions of other nations as the American anti‐alcohol movement sought to dry up the globe.  Despite such sentiments as "America First" during the era, residents often paid close attention to how the rest of the world, particularly Europe, viewed the United States.  Many commentators believed the Eighteenth Amendment was a sign that the nation was becoming less democratic.  "We boast about our high standards of morality, but . . . 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44 restricting personal freedoms.  The criticism only increased when the Soviet government turned wet in 1924, restoring the state monopoly of alcohol sales.  If Bolsheviks could have their liquor, what did that say about American freedom?  Wets continued to point to this liberty of Soviets that Americans did not enjoy until repeal.75      While a large percentage of residents opposed the Eighteenth Amendment, others were law‐abiding.  Besides the members of the Anti Saloon League and other reform groups, a number of citizens supported a dry nation.  Wives of alcoholic and abusive husbands hoped to prevent their spouses from attaining illegal booze as well.  Other residents made efforts to eliminate alcohol from their own lives and hoped for improved prosperity and happiness.  These supporters of the Eighteenth Amendment pushed city officials to eliminate the dominance of illegal alcohol selling.  Nosy residents, who some small manufacturers and retailers described as “jealous,” informed enforcement agencies of neighbors’ illegal activities.76     The issue divided immigrant communities in addition to the black population.  For instance, many Italian residents wished to obey the law and hoped for social mobility.  When their fellow Italian Chicagoans profited by selling alcohol within criminal organizations, they saw them as an embarrassment.  The Jewish 
                                                     75Chicago Tribune, 11 October, 1916, 26 January, 1919, 25 October, 1925; Russkii Viestnik, 8, 11  December, 1924, Chicago Foreign Language Press Survey, Box 48, Special Collections, Joseph  Regenstein Library, University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois.    
     76Michael Willrich, "'Close That Place of Hell': Poor Women and the Culture Politics of  Prohibition" Journal of Urban History 29 (2003), p. 555‐574; Duis, The Saloon, 163; Transcript of  Interview with Grace Licata, Italian­American Collection, Box 27, Folder 312, Special Collections,  Richard J. Daley Library, University of Illinois in Chicago, Chicago, Illinois. 
 
  
45 press also supported the ban on alcohol, as they viewed the adoption of saloon‐drinking customs as part of a negative process of Americanization by young Jews.  A number of Poles supported Prohibition, as they were increasingly worried about the reputation of Polish Chicagoans.  Polish newspapers had for years deplored drunkenness among Poles.  Once Prohibition began, they were more ambivalent.  The Polonia was often critical and questioned the Eighteenth Amendment’s potential to cure the problem.  Yet the paper lauded the ban on alcohol for its potential of reuniting and strengthening families by keeping fathers at home instead of the saloon.77      Despite the widespread resistance, enforcement officers continued to investigate, arrest, and prosecute lawbreakers.  Federal agents, county sheriff’s  officers, and the local police arrested tens of thousands of men and women in the Chicagoland area.  No matter what position or the amount of power or protection one had, violators of Prohibition laws often found themselves in court.  Not all lawbreakers arrested, however, went to trial.  Many of those apprehended and brought before the United States Commissioner were later discharged.    The number of prosecuted charges increased every year.  In the United States District Court of the Northern District of Illinois in Chicago, cases against 367 individuals began in 1920, 771 in 1924, 1971 in 1928, and 2,026 in 1932 (Table 1).  
                                                     77For discussion of how many Italian residents were ashamed of Italian criminal leaders such as Al  Capone see Humbert Nelli, Italians in Chicago: A Study in Ethnic Mobility, 1880­1930 (New York:  Oxford University Press, 1970), 121; Daily Jewish Forward, 6 February, 1926, Polonia, 1 May, 1919, 10  March, 11 September, 1921, Chicago Foreign Language Press Survey, Box 48, Special Collections,  Joseph Regenstein Library, University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois.     
  
46 Enforcement officials arrested thousands more men and women each year.  Federal agents served arrest warrants for 2,381 violators in 1922 in Chicago alone.  The number detained continued to grow during the decade.  After 1927, when George E. Q. Johnson became United States Attorney for the Northern District of Illinois, the number of cases grew exponentially.  Johnson was additionally able to achieve a greater percentage of guilty verdicts.  Over the fourteen years of Prohibition, around fifteen thousand residents of the Northern District of Illinois served fifteen hundred years  in prison and paid over two million dollars in fines.78   Table 1. Enforcement of Prohibition Violations in the United States District Court of the Northern District of Illinois, Eastern Division, Chicago, Illinois  Year   Number of Arrest and Search Warrants in Year   Number of Men and Women Charged in Year 
Number of Guilty Verdicts in Year 
Percent Convicted 
1920   1,399  367  171  46.6% 1924  Incomplete data, not all dockets remain  771  485  62.9% 1928  2,081 (based on incomplete data; not all dockets remain)  1,971  1,317  66.8% 1932  2,547  2,234  1,795  80.3%  




48 Table 2. Demographic Data Relating to Chicago Area Residents Who Participated in Illegal Alcohol Economy  Nationality   Number  Percent of Total   Percent  Foreign Born  Men   Women   Percent Single, Widowedor Divorced  
Percent Married   Home Owner‐ship Percent African American  44  5.7%  0%  41  3  23%  77%  17% American  79  10.2%  0%  75  4  34%  66%  21% Armenian   2  < 1%  100%  1  1  0%  100%  100% Austrian   25  3.3%      76%  23  2  20%  80%  25% Austrian‐Jewish  2  < 1%  100%  2  0  0%  100%  50% Belgian   2  < 1%  100%  2  0  0%  100%  50% Bohemian/Czech   40  5.2%  85%  38  2  5%  95%  43% Bulgarian   1  < 1%  100%  1  0  0%  100%  100% Canadian   3  < 1%  33%  2  1  33%  66%  33% Croatian   2  < 1%  100%  2  0  0%  100%  0% Danish   3  < 1%  100%  3  0  33%  67%  0% Dutch   3  < 1%  33%  3  0  0%  100%  66% English   7   < 1%  60%  7  0  14%  86%  57% Filipino  1   < 1%  100%  1  0  100%  0%  0% German  101  13.1%  55%  93  8  20%  80%  45% Greek  11  1.4%  100%  11  0  36%  64%  9% Hungarian   16  2.1%  88%  15  1  25%  75%  13% Irish   54  7.1%  70%  50  4  32%  68%  36% Italian  126  16.4%  87%  122  4  28%  72%  43% Japanese   1  < 1%  100%  1  0  100%  0%  0% Latvian   3   < 1%  66%  3  0  0%  100%  0% Lithuanian   28   3.6%  93%  24  4  32%  68%  43% Mexican   1  < 1%  100%  1  0  100%  0%  0% Norwegian   1  < 1%  100%  1  0  100%  0%  0% Luxembourgian   4  < 1%  50%  4  0  50%  50%  75% Polish  68  8.8%  88%  57  11  5%  95%  59% Romanian   9  1.2%  78%  8  1  0%  100%  14% Russian  29  3.8%  66%  28  1  15%  85%  28% Russian‐Jewish  24  3.1%  79%  24  0  33%  66%  29% Scottish  2  < 1%  100%  2  0  50%  50%  50% Slovakian   3  < 1%  100%  3  0  33%  66%  33% Swedish  10  1.3%  60%  10  0  10%  90%  50% Swiss   3  <1%  66%  2  1  0%  100%  33% Turkish   1  < 1%  100%  1  0  100%  0%  0% Yugoslavian   13  1.7%  92%  12  1  8%  92%  62% Mixed Lineage   47  6.1%  13%  44  3  28%  72%  32% Total   769  N/A  74.4%  717  52  29%    71%  34% 
  
49  1930s owned homes outside the city center.   Violators of Prohibition laws derived from a variety of national and racial  backgrounds (Table 2).  At the aggregate level, a vast majority, almost seventy‐five percent, were immigrants to the United States.  Defendants came from a number of different countries; however, a handful of ethnic groups made up the majority of offenders.  Based on arrests and prosecutions, no single ethnic group dominated any aspect of the illegal alcohol economy.  The largest groups represented in the booze underworld, in descending order of prevalence, were Italians, Germans, native‐born  Euro‐Americans, Poles, Irish, Russians, African Americans, Czechs, Lithuanians, and  Austrians.  Most lawbreakers came to the United States with faith in the nation’s  social system.  They saw the United States and Chicago as a place of freedom and  personal liberty.  Most immigrants who participated in the alcohol trade whole‐heartedly supported the nation’s political and legal structure and chose to become naturalized within a decade of their arrival.  Only when the country outlawed their professions and pastimes did they express irritation toward the United States.  Many immigrants, in fact, moved back to their home countries after the advent of the Eighteenth Amendment.79   Roughly a fifth of the lawbreakers were not immigrants but rather the sons 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51 demonstrations of power and violence.  While born into modest beginnings, many men who entered the bootlegging business, especially criminal leaders, sought to gain great prosperity.  As with other urbanite men in the 1920s, acquiring greater affluence became the primary goal for those in charge of the illegal alcohol networks.  The motivation for willful participation in the illegal alcohol trade often stemmed from a need to fulfill the role of the breadwinner and support one’s family.  Over seventy percent of participants were married men and women.  These couples tried to contribute to their material comforts for them and their children.  They often looked at their involvement as a positive activity because it so often assisted them in attaining the lifestyle they desired as Americans.  Home ownership outside the city center was the chief goal and selling illegal alcohol became the means to save up extra money to accomplish this ambition.  Many participants in the illegal market achieved that goal because of their extra income as lawbreakers.  While different men showed their wealth in different ways, a chief motivation for all was a display of material goods.81   Women participated in the underground alcohol economy as well.  Between five and ten percent of illegal alcohol workers were women.  Many females resorted to pre‐industrial practices of contributing to their family’s wealth.  By manufacturing moonshine, beer, or wine, women revived a component of the domestic economy that large distillery and breweries businesses had undermined.  Polish and German women participated at the greatest rate, as female contribution 






























































































































                                                     1Chicago Tribune, 5 November, 1912, 24 September, 14 May, 1920, 6 February, 1929, 21 January,  1952; Remus built one of the largest distribution networks for whiskey in the country.  He eventually  wound up in a federal prison and later was found not guilty for reasons of insanity after murdering  his wife whom he caught having an affair with the federal prosecutor who sent him to prison;  Thomas Coffey, The Long Thirst: Prohibition in America (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1975),  29‐32,101‐104, 158‐160, 180‐183, and 214‐218.   
  
107 organizations functioned with little assistance from neighborhood criminal leaders.  Those with close ties to city hall and police precincts attained the most success.  The earliest whisky rings or organizations most often served a select clientele of middle‐ and upper‐class residents.  Illicit breweries, stills, and retail drinking establishments immediately became sources for black market profits when wartime Prohibition took effect.  This fresh source of capital generated a new “criminal class” in Chicago between 1919 and 1933.  Tens of thousands of men and women participated in what was the largest informal economy in the history of the city.  The underworld extended its grasp on the city’s economic, cultural, and political environments, as the illegal alcohol market expanded into a common method for Chicagoans of all backgrounds to earn an income.2   While most residents who gained income from illicit booze were males, women participated as well.  Females, however, were not as likely to attain prosperity as men and most who did had the assistance of a husband or male partner.  Nonetheless, the number of women who partook in manufacturing and selling alcohol grew exceedingly every year and these activities offered them 






                                                     3Criminal Dockets, United States District Court of the Northern 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109 noticed that the law was partially responsible for increasing the economic fortunes of many families.  The manufacturing, transportation, and sale of illegal alcohol provided a newfound, alternative means to obtain money outside conventional, legal methods.  The extra income often allowed many laborers and tradesmen to abandon their jobs and sell alcohol illegally full‐time.  For instance, one Chicago man told researchers for the National Federation of Settlements that a friend of his quit his career as a tailor to retire to his native Italy after accumulating over thirty thousand dollars in two years.  Such stories were not unique but were commonplace.5 While castigated by reform‐minded Chicagoans, this class of criminals also maintained a degree of social capital and respect in their communities.  Eliciting a “Robin Hood” image, bootleggers and other lawbreakers did not think of themselves as criminals but instead as people providing a needed service to thirsty revelers.  Many of them according to the H. L. Menken, were “moved, at least in part, by a motive that almost amounts to patriotism” and were “trying to rid their country of a shame and disgrace.”  Some of these men developed relationships with their workers and maintained an almost paternalistic attitude toward them.6 Previous to the “syndication” of the alcohol trade, a number of solo entrepreneurs used the Eighteenth Amendment to gain wealth similar to George 
                                                     5Study 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Press 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Chicago, Chicago, 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110 Remus.  Law violators came from all sectors and classes of society.  Petty thieves, criminal “bosses,” attorneys, police officers, office holders, and small and large business‐owners participated in the acquiring and selling large amounts of alcohol to fill the city’s appetite for intoxication.   A number of sources and methods arose for participants to attain their goods. Importation from the outside was a common method.  Chicago bootleggers imported alcohol from a number of locations, both inside and outside the United States.  Booze entered the city on trains, automobiles, boats, and planes.  The Illinois Central Railroad, the Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy Railroad, the Dixie Highway, the Lincoln Highway, Lake Michigan, and, less frequently, the sky served as transportation routes.       Because of Chicago’s lakefront location, it was relatively easy to bring illicit beverages directly in from Canada or other east coast states.  C. Morgan, a real estate manager before Prohibition, organized one of the early networks to transport liquor from Canada on boats over the Great Lakes.  Based in an office at 17 North La Salle Street in the Loop, the group operated under the guise of the Williams Real Estate Company.  They doled out alcohol to both workers in their building and to other offices, restaurants, and hotels downtown.  Morgan and his associates built one of the largest bootlegging rings serving the Loop in the early years of the Eighteenth Amendment before federal agents arrested them.7     Liquor coming into the country via various “rum rows” off the East Coast and 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111 Gulf of Mexico made its way into Chicago.  Men from out of state often developed methods of importing this alcohol into Chicago.  Charles Steinberg, an attorney from New York City, purchased an entire fleet of boats to bring liquor to the United States.  Among the primary places he distributed his product was Chicago.  Transporting it over railroads, Steinberg brought into the city around two train carloads of liquor each week.  While he bribed a number of officials within the Prohibition Unit, he was unable to secure complete protection and agents discovered his activities in 1925.8   A major source of liquor was the island country of Cuba.  Importers often funneled Cuban liquor through New Orleans and then brought it north to Chicago over the railroad.  A number of Pullman porters brought whiskey through New Orleans over the Illinois Central Railroad.  The operation allowed many of the Black Belt speakeasies, cabarets, and brothels to operate without the interference of non‐black gangs until 1923 when the Prohibition agent caught up with their activities.  Thomas Madden organized the largest of these networks of porters bringing in rum from Cuba.  Madden, the son of Irish immigrants, forged a network of almost forty African American railroad workers, conductors, and porters to smuggle alcohol.  They hid the contraband in suitcases and then unloaded it at the depot when they reached the city.  Madden and his workers brought in over a hundred cases of whiskey a week over the Illinois Central Railroad line.  The group imported over three million dollars worth of alcohol into the city and profited well over a million dollars before federal agents discovered their operations in 1922.  The elimination 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112 of this extensive group of importers helped to bring alcohol distribution in the Black Belt within the control of larger, syndicated organizations afterward.9    The nascent automobile highway system, particularly the Lincoln and Dixie highways, provided paths for cars and trucks carrying illegal cargo, both in to and out of the city.  Alcohol arriving from the South often came in on the Dixie Highway while the Lincoln Highway provided a route of transport from eastern states.  Mr. and Mrs. James W. Walsh were among the initial bootleggers to utilize this method.  They organized one of the first significant groups to import Canadian alcohol from Detroit into Chicago.  James Walsh drove the liquor into the city from Detroit with a truck over the highway.  The Walsh’s based their operations out of a home at 5406 Ellis Avenue in the Hyde Park community on the southeast side, which they rented from Judge William Gemmill.  Isabella Williams, who lived in the Lakeview community on the North Side at 3510 North Pine Grove Avenue, played an important role in the ring.  Williams, who the Tribune referred to as the “queen of the booze ring,” arranged for the delivery of whisky to the homes of wealthy Chicagoans.  Over a dozen police officers were involved in the group, who the Walshes paid for protection.  The operations served some of the most prominent drinkers in the city.  The biggest clients of the Walshes and the Williams were the members of the Chicago Athletic Association, to which they provided alcohol through its manager Martin Delaney.  Writer George Ade, author of the 1931 book 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114 Penitentiary in Leavenworth, Kansas.11   Irving or “Sonny” Schlig was another professional bootlegger who utilized aerial methods of importing alcohol.  Schlig worked as a clerk in a factory before Prohibition.  Beginning in 1920, he entered the underground alcohol business, selling liquor to druggists and then returning the following day to rob them.  His criminal endeavors eventually led him to head one of the largest rings of jewelry thieves in the nation.  When O’Bannion entered the booze business in the early 1920s, he also recruited Schlig in addition Pinkhussohn to import liquor for his organization.  Two of Schlig’s assistants murdered him and an assistant in 1925 in an attempt to acquire the totality of the loot of one of their heists.12 The self‐manufacturing of beer, wine, moonshine, and other concoctions was another common method of entering the illegal alcohol trade.  In the early years of Prohibition, courts had not yet determined to what extent the manufacturing of alcohol was illegal.  Despite a 1921 ruling outlawing all production, many residents assumed they were free to produce beer, liquor, and wine as long as they consumed it themselves.  Small‐time bootleggers often produced the alcohol themselves.  These instances ran in the tens of thousands and were a major component of the illegal alcohol trade.  Families profited by selling homemade whiskey and beer to both neighborhood beer flats and syndicate‐run establishments.   A number of 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117 a Polish immigrant in her 30s, made moonshine and sold it to buyers in her Near West Side community.  After police raided her home in 1923, Zackowich told them that she began her illegal activities as a way to earn a living and support her children after her husband died.18   Other producers were more well‐to‐do residents.  Another minor solo moonshiner was Lincoln Park community resident Dr. August Roah of 2128 North Lincoln Avenue.  Roah, a physician, constructed an apparatus that made whiskey with an aging process that lasted only twenty minutes.  The whiskey was put into a container, to which he attached electric wires and oxygen tanks.  Electric coils aged the whisky, resulting in an excess of fusil oil at the top.19 Among the most prominent of upper‐class alcohol producers and dealers was German immigrant Otto van Bachelle.  Von Bachelle manufactured the alcohol himself in his home on the North Side in the Old Town neighborhood at 1635 North Wells Street.  Known as the “gray wolf of Sheridan Road,” he personally distributed whiskey and gin in his vehicle to homes along Lake Shore Drive and north shore suburbs such as Evanston, Highland Park, and Lake Forest.  Van Bachelle continued to operate until federal agents discovered his activities in 1924.20 Many of these manufacturers transformed their homes into significant distilleries that employed numerous workers.  Sylvester Cozzi, an Italian immigrant 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118 who worked as a chauffeur before Prohibition, was one of a team of almost a dozen South Side residents who built two hundred‐gallon stills to make whiskey in the basement of his home at 1102 South Paulina Street on the South Side.  Cozzi and two other partners manufactured the alcohol while around a dozen assistants acted as sales agents.  They packaged the whiskey into bottles and put fake labels on them so they appeared as legal bonded alcohol, a common scam of the era.  The group, which was composed of men of many nationalities, distributed their product to buyers throughout the South Side.21   Residents of all ages produced alcohol.  Grace Nuzzo, a fifty year‐old grandmother who immigrated to Chicago from Italy, headed another smaller network of manufacturers on the Near West Side of the city.  Nuzzo along with her neighbors Peter Tremont and Carmen Russo built four hundred‐gallon stills in her home at 928 West Polk Street that made traditional moonshine.  The trio distributed the liquor to smaller bootleggers from a nearby cigar store at 934 West Polk Street.  As an elderly female, Nuzzo demonstrated the prevalence of participation in the alcohol underworld by residents of a variety of backgrounds.22 Mrs. Fred Witt, however, allegedly set the record for the oldest bootlegger.  She was seventy‐one years old in 1924.23   Many entrepreneurs who manufactured their own alcohol built substantial 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119 networks of distribution.  In the early years of Prohibition, one could build a large clientele without the support of a syndicate.  When the Eighteenth Amendment went into effect, mechanical engineer and inventor Peter Kettleson devised a plan to use the booze market to earn enough income to invest in future business endeavors.  Kettleson, a German immigrant who arrived in the United States in 1911, gathered fellow newcomers to build stills that generated tens of thousands of dollars worth of whiskey every few months.  The group distributed the alcohol to saloons in Chicago and Joliet.  When Prohibition agents discovered the operation, they had over $25,000 in whisky ready to sell.24 In the city’s Black Belt, Henry Breland became one of the more prominent figures in the underground alcohol economy.  Between 1920 and 1923, Breland, who was known to law‐abiding residents as an owner of a candy store and tailor shop, became “the king of moonshiners,” according to the Chicago Defender.  He manufactured whiskey from two separate locations on South Cottage Grove Avenue.  Customers called in their orders over the phone.  Employing a network of drivers, he delivered the alcohol to saloons in the Black Belt.  He accumulated over $15,000 over three years.  In late 1923, two of Breland’s workers struck him in the head with a hammer in an attempt to recover money they believed he stole from them.  Breland died instantly.  The elimination of Breland, and similar small‐time bootleggers, provided the opportunity for larger forces of syndication to advance in 
                                                     24Chicago Tribune, 17 April, 1920.   
  
120 the area.25      Many concoctions, produced by both larger manufacturers and by smaller, family based operations, were not pure drinking alcohol.  Bathtub gin, made of distilled grain, was among the most popular drinks found in numerous households.  Syndicates coerced families from a variety of ethnic backgrounds into making these sorts of concoctions in their homes.  Legal industrial or wood alcohol produced in Chicago or elsewhere was another source.  Many companies located in the city diverted a portion of their denatured alcohol to sell to suppliers. Hair tonics and shaving locations became a major source of alcohol.  Bootleggers built almost two hundred hair tonic factories between 1922 and 1925 in an effort to attain the product.  The tonics were then taken to redistilling plants and then mixed with water and other ingredients to give it the look and taste of whisky or rum or gin. The Val Buro Drug Company was amongst the largest distributer of industrial alcohol.  Bootleggers either sold these clear liquids as gin or had coloring added to it and sold it as whisky.  Contemporary residents often referred to these drinks as colored or uncolored spirits and they were among the most widely available liquors in Chicago.  While these beverages provided a “kick” for the drinkers, they often produced “wild” reactions.  Usually less prosperous establishments served these dangerous concoctions to patrons.26          Other entrepreneurs utilized the loophole in the Volstead Act for selling wine 
                                                     25Chicago Defender, 15 December, 1923.         26Chicago Tribune, 25 January, 1925.   
  
121 for sacramental purposes to organize distribution networks.  Many churches used wine in their religious rituals.  While many Protestant churches had switched to grape juice years before, Jewish and Catholic churches won the legal right to use alcohol during services. Irving Freidmann, Harry Ex (an alias), and Frank Loveland operated the largest of these rings in the early months of Prohibition.  Their operation included close to a hundred members.  The group operated from a downtown office in the Transportation Building on South Dearborn Street directly above the headquarters of the Prohibition Unit, the government agency responsible for enforcement.  Friedman and his assistants began their scheme by incorporating a fake congregation or "benevolent society,” which allowed for them to buy wine from wholesale sacramental wine dealers.  These congregations were not for worship but strictly for the distribution of liquor.  Such an operation was not possible without the cooperation of federal officials.  Bernard Rumps and Albert Bennett were the primary agents who took protection money in this case and David Wexler was the man who secured protection for all the fake congregations.27    Government officials were deeply involved in the distribution of sacramental wine in Chicago and sometimes operated independently without the assistance of neighborhood criminal leaders.  Lowell H. Mason, allegedly a dry state senator from suburban Oak Park, and Major Percy Owen, one‐time Prohibition director in Illinois, ran the largest sacramental wine ring in Chicago in the early 1920s.  By the time 
                                                     27Chicago Tribune, 3 October, 1924; Daniel Okert, Last Call: The Rise and Fall of Prohibition (New  York: 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2010), Chapter 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122 they were caught by federal officials, they had supplied Chicago with over two million gallons of expensive champagnes, ports, and sherries.  The group paid over a million dollars in graft and reaped profits exceeding fifteen millions dollars.  While connected to segments of the city’s officials, the group operated outside larger syndicates well into the 1920s.  Based in a bathhouse at the corner of Broadway and Grace Street in the North Side’s Lakeview community, Harry Schlau, a longtime companion of Owen, oversaw the entire operation.  With Schlau, Mason, and Owen, wine dealer Louis Abelson expanded the organization by approaching Jewish congregations, many of which were phony and set up merely to obtain a permit to legally acquire and sell alcohol, and demanding they purchase their wine from him.  Meanwhile, Abelson collected two hundred dollars a week in graft money from fellow members of his group.28   Legal alcohol, which was bonded by the United States government, made its way to illicit sale.  A common source of alcohol was to rely on this permitted supply to sell lawfully or unlawfully.  Medicinal whiskey, sold both legally and illegally, composed a significant portion of the alcohol trade.  A market in forged prescriptions arose.     In order to supply medicinal liquor, the government created a system of distributing legal alcohol.  To possess any amount of this licit product, one had to have it “bonded,” which was indicated by a label on the bottle.  To purchase it, one needed a permit, what was known as a “stamp.”  Entrepreneurs devised numerous 
                                                     28Chicago Tribune, 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123 methods to obtain this supply, with either stolen or forged permits.  Both real and fake government permits for the release of bonded whiskey were major sources for illegal liquor.  In the first year of Prohibition, forms for bonded alcohol were readily available and all one had to do was forge the signature of a federal agent to obtain cases of whiskey.  Kentucky was the primary source of this bonded alcohol.  Within the first year of Prohibition, a number of "million dollar booze rings" obtained whisky from Kentucky distilleries.  During the early 1920s, many bootleggers in Chicago also found their bonded whisky in the in Illinois and Ohio.29   One method of obtaining bonded alcohol was to legally purchase it while in another country and then have it exported to that nation.  Once the liquor was in a foreign state, the bootlegger then sent it back into the United States.  For instance, Russian‐Jewish immigrants Sam Schwartz and Leo Lutz, fruit peddlers, utilized this method.  They devised a plan to purchase whiskey from the Lewis Hunter Distillery in Kentucky and then ship it to Cuba.  After the whiskey reached Cuba, they then arranged for it to be shipped to South Carolina.  From South Carolina, the men brought the liquor into Chicago via railroad camouflaged with lettuce and cosigned as “perishable vegetables.  Schwartz and Lutz imported hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of whiskey through this method before federal agents caught them in the act unloading $75,000 worth of liquor in the Pennsylvania railroad yards at Canal Street and Polk Street in the spring of 1923.30 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124   A large quantity of alcohol came from the stocks that saloonkeepers, hotel owners, and other businessmen owned previously to Prohibition and had bonded before July 1, 1919.  For instance, German immigrants Karl and Emil Eitel held over five thousand cases of whisky.  The brothers were the owners and operators of both the Hotel Randolph downtown and the Marigold Garden at the corner of Broadway and Grace streets in the Lakeview community.  Their supply was so large it was the target of numerous criminal leaders and retailers.  The network of men the Eitel brothers built was citywide and among the largest in 1919.  Mere weeks after the beginning of Prohibition, they organized a network of distribution in the city and bought protection from enforcement forces.  Saloonkeepers, café owners, and hotel owners engineered a plan to remove the liquor from storage.  Criminal leader Michael Heitler, nightclub owner Al Tearney, and Louis and Fred Mann, proprietor of the Rainbo Gardens cabaret, all received cases.  They kept the liquor at the Randolph Hotel and moved it to a clearinghouse at 3033 North Clark Street when a buyer made a purchase.  A driver then delivered the goods to the purchaser.  The brothers made over five hundred thousand dollars in a few weeks.  Federal agents came to investigate their business dealings and in August 1920 raided the Randolph Hotel, where Mayor William Thompson himself was having a drink with a few of his political associates.  Such schemes became less common as the supply of non‐medical bonded whisky decreased after the first few 
                                                 
  
125 dry years.31       Purchasing bonded alcohol was a common source of liquor for the numerous saloonkeepers and leisure establishment owners wishing to stay in business.  The Sherman House Hotel was among the most effective to utilize this method during the first year of Prohibition.  The Sherman House was a long‐time center for entertainment and dining.  The hotel was an early focus for enforcement agents.  One raid on the Sherman House in 1920 during a Chicago Press Club meeting left Dr. Ben Reitman with a black eye but no illegal evidence found.  Nonetheless, investigators’ suspicions about the hotel were legitimate.  Beginning the day wartime Prohibition began on July 1, 1919, the Sherman House began purchasing stamps from revenue agents.  They sold over a million dollars in wines and whiskey and escaped punishment for years.  However, in 1922, federal agents investigated the hotel and discovered their fraudulent exchange of bonded alcohol.  Attempting to make an example out of prominent leisure institutions which violated the law, Judge Carpenter fined the company fourteen thousand dollars, the largest fine for such a crime at the time.32   Harold J. Micheliv, a thirty‐something year‐old Russian immigrant who lived in the Humboldt Park community on the West Side, was another early example of someone who used bonded alcohol.  Micheliv was the owner of the Sunshine Pickle Factory, a company famous for their newly introduced “Moonshine Pickles.”  Using 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126 Harry M. Nadel of 843 Sunnyside Avenue as the front man, he arranged for the sale of bonded alcohol across the city.  Micheliv gathered over $80,000 from saloonkeepers to make purchases from Nadel.  His plans, however, backfired when he mysteriously disappeared in the summer of 1920, murdered by an unknown assailant.33   Within the first year of Prohibition, the first organized groups formed around politicians, saloonkeepers, and other small businessmen.  Most of these operations thrived by obtaining bonded liquor.  Max Weisbaum headed one network and Philip Grossman fronted another.  Grossman, a naturalized immigrant from Russia who came to the United States in 1896, was a saloonkeeper and politician who owned a saloon at 800 West Madison Street.  Having connections to other men in the liquor business and politicians, such as Republican County Chairman Homer K. Galpin, Grossman forged relationships in order to manufacture and distribute alcohol.  After Judge Kenesaw Mountain Landis sentenced Grossman to a year in Bridewell House of Corrections, President Coolidge grated him a presidential pardon.  However, federal judges Carpenter and Landis overruled the pardon and Grossman ultimately served his term.34    The largest and most profitable of these organizations often relied on the use of forged and falsified permits to buy and sell whiskey.  One of the first groups of men to employ this method on a large scale included John B. Watson, Herman Stein, 
                                                     33Chicago 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127 William Lawlor, David Blumenfeld, Alexander Greenberg, Charles Appel, and Harry Lang.  The men were of middle‐class status and most were salesmen.  Operating out of an office with a front as a cigar store at 58 West Washington Boulevard near City Hall, the men falsified government permits to obtain alcohol.  They imported millions of dollars worth of whiskey from the Early Times Distillery Company in Early Times, Kentucky, a business that held a license to manufacture whiskey for medicinal use.  Storing the alcohol at a furniture warehouse on the 6900 block of South Evans Avenue, they arranged for its delivery to saloonkeepers across the city, homes on the city’s North Shore, and eventually to liquor dealers in Michigan, Indiana, and Wisconsin.  Blumenfeld’s wife assisted the group by opening a bank account in which they deposited the profits.  After federal agents arrested the group in May 1920, they used their connections to continue operating, moving their headquarters to the American Express Building, until officials discovered their activities again the next year.35 Charles Appel, manager of the North Side Turner Hall at 820 North Clark Street, was involved in a number of whisky rings in the early years of Prohibition in addition to the John B. Watson group.  Attaining relationships and protection from enforcement officials, Appel developed into a key cog in the booze market in Chicago.  Using Captain Dennis Mallory of the Cragin police station as an intermediary in early 1924, Appel attempted to attain ownership of the Hoffmann Brewery Company but was thwarted by criminal leaders Terrance Druggan and 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128 Frankie Lake on the Near West Side.    Michael Clancy, a second generation Irish‐American, was a primary player in the early days of the development of the illegal alcohol economy.  Clancy and a handful of men from a variety of national backgrounds headed an early “whisky ring” in Chicago.  The group began buying up stocks of alcohol from around the city.  Using fake permits to remove bonded alcohol, Clancy purchased over a million dollars in bonded whisky from storage warehouses in the city, particularly from Grommes & Ulrich Fine Foods, a chain a large chain of grocers and liquor dealers.  He built ties with politicians, the city police, Prohibition agents, and internal revenue agents, and paid thousands of dollars in protection.  The group dispensed the whisky from a number of warehouses located in a variety of neighborhoods around the city.  In a single month, the ring brought in profits of over a half million dollars on sales of twenty‐seven thousand gallons of whiskey.  By the time federal agents arrested him, he sold to saloons across the city and had eventually branched out into Chicago Heights.  While he did not face prison or jail time, Clancy, a newcomer to the world of crime, was unable to forge relations with the city’s biggest criminal leaders and public officials and soon gave up on the illegal alcohol trade.36  The Grommes and Ullrich Company became the center of attention again in 1923 when the company devised a plan to distribute its remaining stock of liquor between stockholders of the corporation.  After the company disbanded, they disbursed over $200,000 in alcohol “dividends” to their shareholders.  Potter 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129 Palmer and Emanuel Eller were among the recipients of an assortment of bottles of whiskey, gin, brandy, and rum.  While the scheme involved many men in high positions, it was not part of the syndicated system of alcohol distribution that was evolving at the same time and did not include any neighborhood criminal leaders.37  One of the largest such rings to utilize forged permits to obtain whiskey was composed of a dozen or so saloonkeepers, politicians, and businessmen on the South Side.  Charles Jannett, who owned a roadhouse at 115th Street and South Western Avenue, engineered the scheme and recruited Timothy Quail, an important figure in the Valley gang of the Near West Side area.  According to the Tribune, the group provided half the booze to the southern half of the city and included some of the “’big fellows’ in the mysterious business organization of alcohol.”  John J. “Boss” McLaughlin, a West Side politician, provided support to them.  McLaughlin, who had served as an assemblyman in the Illinois House of Representatives, worked with William A. Sadler, a New York City stockbroker, to make purchases of large quantities of whiskey and then distributed it to saloon and café owners.  The ring included around three‐dozen individuals, including Charles Special, mayor of the outlying town of Burnham.  A number of Prohibition Unit officials and police officers were also part of the scheme.  Jack Costello, and actor from New York City, and James Shea, a private detective from the same city, supplied the stolen and forged permits.  They purchased the majority of their whiskey from the Old Grand Dad Distilleries in Louisville, Kentucky.  McLaughlin traded whiskey totaled at over ten 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130 million dollars and extended the network to New York and other states.  Members came in and out of the group between 1919 and 1923; however by 1924, its ability to distribute alcohol weakened due to exposure and prosecution of participants of the ring.38    In the early years of the Eighteenth Amendment, one did not need syndicate backing to make proceeds from counterfeit permits to purchase liquor.  Success, however, was usually easier with previous wealth.  For instance, Catherine Timponi, wife of Rollo Timpani, manager of the Colonial Theater, and member of one of the most famous theater family in the country, used her husband’s money to invest in counterfeit government revenue stamps to purchase whiskey.  Timponi, without the knowledge of her husband, built a clientele so large that the Tribune referred to her as the “queen of bootleggers.” She extended her network outside Illinois into Omaha, Nebraska by making frequent car trips between the two cities.  Timponi gained the trust of some of the city’s wealthiest residents and used her funds to buy protection.  She soon accumulated enough money to purchase a fifteen‐room luxurious, colonial‐style mansion in Omaha.  The local police there described her as “the queen of America’s bootleg trust,” most likely an exaggeration of her importance.  Despite her purchase of immunity, Prohibition agents in Nebraska raided her home and prosecuted her in 1922, sentencing her with a $100 fine.  When her husband Rollo discovered her endeavors, he filed for divorce.  Her activities, however, do illustrate the involvement of a wide range of participants in the black market economy, 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131 particularly in the early 1920s.39 Numerous bootleggers acquired their alcohol simply by stealing it.  Hijacking became the newest method of attaining wealth.  Owners of whisky and beer had no way to seek redress when captors stole their alcohol, as they could not realistically file complaints with enforcement agencies.  Bonded or un‐bonded whisky in storage and alcohol that was in the process of being transported in trucks were the greatest targets for hijacking.  Often owners of legal alcohol coordinated “thefts” of their own product while it was in storage, retained it, and then sold it illegally.  Enforcement agents participated in these activities as well and assisted with the seizures of cargo by pretending to be making arrests and getting truck drivers to pull over on the side of the road.  Police officers stole large quantities of alcohol using the threat of arrest and prosecution to compel cooperation.40 Many Chicagoans embraced this opportunity to enter the new underground economy.  For many it became a standard method to bring income into one’s family.  The informal alcohol economy put food in mouths, money in banks, lavish clothes on backs, and luxury goods in homes.  The ultimate items within the reach of bootleggers were automobiles and single‐family houses.  While some men and women only participated to supplement their incomes, others ventured in full scale, most often those participants who already were in the alcohol or crime business.  Those men and women who were skillful, and lucky, enough to evade the law 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132 enjoyed greater wealth.  Rags to riches stories abounded.  Criminal characters of all sorts arose in most neighborhoods.  Found dancing in cabarets, eating in costly restaurants, and mingling with ward politicians, these adult “hoodlums” became a common sight in public places.  The Eighteenth Amendment was a lucrative business.  Prohibition Director Charles A. Gregory estimated that more than thirty million dollars came into the hands of bootleggers and dispensers of illicit alcohol within Illinois in the first two years alone of the “noble experiment.”  Two‐thirds of this profit, Gregory believed, was earned completely outside the law with no assistance from medical and religious loopholes or from counterfeiting alcohol permits.  By the late 1920s, hundreds of millions–perhaps billions–of dollars flowed within an unregulated, untaxed black market.41 During the first few years of Prohibition, thousands of men and women entered the illegal alcohol trade.  Liquor, beer, or wine was not difficult to produce or obtain, providing residents who might not have been able to or willing to enter the sex and gambling trades opportunities they did not previously have.  The illicit market provided an avenue to social and economic mobility for immigrant groups, their children, and for native‐born Chicagoans who otherwise had few chances for monetary success due to their lack of education.  These fortunes were mostly available to men, despite the number of women who attempted to enter the trade. 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135 time speakeasy owner but part of a methodical and maniacal system in which syndication came to dominate the trade.  And like most of the killings within the booze trade his murder went unsolved.2 Just months after successfully prosecuting Al Capone for tax invasion, United States District Attorney George E. Q. Johnson blamed Prohibition for the expanding "crime‐booze‐gambling octopus” that grew to control a majority of Chicago's neighborhoods, most often by sheer physical aggression.  According to Johnson, not only did organized networks of criminals amass sums of wealth in order to "corrupt public officials" but they developed influence over the city's various residential communities as well.  Organized groups of wholesale booze dealers accrued political, social, and economic capital and exerted authority over both the underworld and society at large during the 1920s.3 By 1923, independent‐minded bootleggers in Chicago, such as George Remus, became increasingly rare, especially within the city center.  Within the first two years of Prohibition, as enforcement officials made more arrests and relations between disparate bootlegging groups became closer, syndication became more pronounced within the illegal alcohol business as a method to avoid the hand of the law.4  Syndication was the process of systematizing and protecting illegal activity between criminal leaders, political and legal officials, agents of enforcement, and 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Tribune, 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Chicago 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136 proprietors of manufacturing and retail establishments.  Earning a steady income within the business, particularly as a wholesaler, became almost impossible unless one had the support of a larger organization that paid graft to governmental and enforcement officials.  Jane Addams detected this transformation.  Speaking before Chicago Commons Settlement House workers in the late 1920s, she described the takeover of syndication within the illegal alcohol underworld.  While individual and small groups of bootleggers thrived in other cities, she believed, networks of criminals and government officials came to dominate the industry in Chicago.  “In no city has the bootlegging industry been so completely organized and so successful apparently in securing protection,” Addams declared.5  The Eighteenth Amendment helped to corrupt politicians and police and contributed to the criminal tendencies of the entire populace as well.  While the Prohibition‐era spawned a number of powerful criminal leaders who gained prominence in the city, infamous originators of large‐scale organized crime such as Al Capone, Johnny Torrio, Dean O'Banion, and George “Bugs” Moran did not gain their influence alone.  They had the help of tens of thousands of Chicagoans who chose to defy the law.  Within this network, a few dozen men rose to the top.  Influenced by the pre‐Prohibition structures already in place, an elaborate hierarchy and chain‐of‐command system arose.  This expansion of the city’s criminal class ultimately transformed both the underworld and society during the 1920s.  Crime 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137 became a common activity interwoven with everyday life.  Illegitimate sales and distribution of alcohol mixed with legitimate business and politics.  Drawing any clear lines between the two worlds became increasingly difficult.  The informal alcohol economy extended its influence outside the city’s borders into the suburbs, outlying towns, and surrounding states.  Attempts to eradicate the black market in the city only helped to spread its influence geographically.  These shrewd, determined, and ruthlessly belligerent criminal leaders transformed Chicago into a regional entrepot for illegal booze just as the city had for the trade in grain, livestock, and retail merchandise.  “The city holds the key to the rich trade of the West and Northwest in whisky, wine, gin, and beer…” remarked Jane Addams after witnessing a decade of Prohibition.6  The structure that upheld the illegal booze market was not a unitary and formal entity but instead a collection of individuals with loose affiliations and agreements conducting similar criminal behaviors.  The construction of a stable market of alcohol distribution was made possible through a network of social relationships based within a variety of social groups and clubs.  These organizations were strictly male arenas where men exhibited a particular brand of masculinity based on demonstrations of aggression.  Nonetheless, climbing the ranks in the underworld often required the cooperation and assistance of wives.  Ultimately, the successful use of violence and the ability to corrupt public officials determined who 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141 pickpocket, and street sweeper.  He attained prominence by organizing fellow street sweepers into a union before venturing into the commercial sex trade.  Colosimo, using his connections to ward politicians such as First Ward aldermen John Coughlin and Michael Kenna, effectively dominated prostitution in the Levee neighborhood.  In the 1910s, Colosimo brought Johnny Torrio, a blue‐eyed Italian immigrant who established his criminal credentials as a “vice president” of New York City’s Five Points Gang, to Chicago in order to assist him in defending himself against Black Hand threats.  Torrio was an expert at eliminating blackmailers in New York and succeeded in a similar task in Chicago.  He served as a “front” owner for houses of prostitution in the Levee and was responsible for the movement of commercial sex to places outside of Chicago to suburbs and outlying village in the 1910s.  He focused his efforts in Burnham and with Mayor Johnny Patton’s political support, opened a number of resorts.  When Colosimo refused to enter the booze racket, Torrio saw to it that he was murdered in his restaurant.11   Dean O’Bannion was another criminal leader influential before Prohibition.  Raised in the “Little Hell” neighborhood on the Near North Side, O’Bannion soon played a major role in criminal activity in the neighborhood.  He developed his connections at brothers John and William McGovern’s saloon at 661 North Clark Street, known as the Liberty Inn.  Foregoing the sex trade, O’Bannion and his confidants relied on cracking safes to accrue illegal profits.  He also played a crucial 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(New 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& 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143 worked together to gain profit for over a decade before Prohibition.13   Based within these affiliations, criminal leaders gained increasing wealth and notoriety during the years of Prohibition.  Unlawful groups turned from robbery to alcohol with the advent of the Eighteenth Amendment.  Profits for the most affluent bootleggers skyrocketed from the tens and hundreds of thousands to millions and tens of millions of dollars.  Criminal leaders ability sway candidates became greater.  Because they provided alcohol, many citizens believed they represented their best interests and shared similar values of personal liberty.  More importantly, with their veils of secrecy, vows of silence, and the unabashed use of violence, criminal leaders provided the muscle needed for election victories.  Local newspapers charged these men with registering fraudulent voters, ballot theft, kidnapping opposing poll workers, and bombing opponents’ homes and headquarters.14  Through the use of violence, political connections, and sheer will, criminal leaders built a hierarchical underground alcohol market.  This chain‐of‐command system, however, was fluid and leadership positions were constantly in flux.  Mid and lower ranking members believed that they could climb the ranks of the hierarchy and become significant leaders.  Ability to use violence and intimidation, connections to government, attainment of social capital, and pure luck determined who ultimately came out on top.      While a number of residents often supplied the alcohol, the industry attached 
                                                     13Chicago Tribune, 9 September, 1909, 20 April, 1915.         14Chicago Daily News, 5, 13 April 1920.  
  
144 itself to shrewd businessmen, “trained in an age of complicated commercialism,” as the Tribune phrased it, who provided political protection.  Neighborhood criminal leaders established a system to distribute and sell the alcohol.  At the top of the illegal alcohol hierarchy was this group of criminal leaders who controlled neighborhoods, organized the markets, and sold and distributed the alcohol.  While sometimes arrested at some points during their activities, these men were more likely to have their bootlegging careers terminated by murder than by arrest and imprisonment due to the large amount of protection money they dispersed.  Within this sphere of influence, a number of men attained even greater authority.  This group included infamous men such as Al Capone, Johnny Torrio, Dean O’Banion, Hymie Weiss, and George Moran.  Leadership was never certain and roles of authority were largely fluid.  As the Tribune phrased it, “there was a constant shifting of faces.”15     While many of these neighborhood leaders battled against each other, they often worked together to pool their power and influence.  During the early years of Prohibition, the boundaries between different gangs were unstable and flexible.  In the early years, members were constantly negotiating alliances and territory.  Few definitive lines existed between the different gangs.  All participants needed to cooperate to construct some sort of reliable graft system.  Assistants to criminal leaders moved between rivals depending upon which overlord provided more 









Leaders  Base Neighborhood  Largest Area of Influence   Periods of  Major Influence  Jim Colosimo, Johnny Torrio, Al Capone  Near South, Levee   Most of city   1919‐1933 Dean O’Bannion, George Moran, Earl Weiss, McGovern brothers  Near North, North Clark St.   Much of the North Side   1919‐1929  Tony, Mike, Angelo, Pete, and Sam Genna  Near West, Little Italy   Influence contained to Near West Side but distributed alcohol throughout cit 
1920‐1927 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148 prosecutions in the early 1920s.  After a three‐year prison term however, Heitler returned to a new world of crime, one in which he had less influence.  Retailers were hesitant to do business with him because of his previous dishonest methods.18    By 1923, Heitler was not a factor in the alcohol economy.  No longer did he serve as the head of a syndicate but instead was forced to work as a lieutenant within a larger network of criminal leaders.  Other more organized networks lead by more powerful men came to dominate communities.19    While importing, forgery, and home stills were stable sources of alcohol in the first few months of Prohibition, they were not the sources of the wealthiest bootleggers.  Wildcat breweries were the primary means to gaining wealth and power for criminal leaders.  Many operated under the pretense that they were producing legal near beer.  A number of breweries did in fact manufacture near beer and then later added the alcohol to the barrel or glass with a needle.  Most operating breweries, however, made real beer under the protection of enforcement authorities.  Breweries were large operations and required a lot of maintenance.  Further, the amount of traffic and the constant movement of barrels of beer, which were larger than cases or bottles of liquor, were not easily disguised.  Thus attaining 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150 Stenson brothers, whose parents were immigrants from Germany, subsequently were the primary brewery operators who supplied much of the real and needled beer Chicagoans drank during the first half the 1920s.  At their peak in the illegal beer business, they held interest in over ten breweries in Chicago, Joliet, and West Hammond.  Stenson forged political alliances with many ward leaders, most importantly James Murray, a lieutenant for Nineteenth Ward boss John Powers.  By 1924, the Tribune referred to Joe Stenson as "the master mind" of the entire underground beer market.22    Druggan, however, did not evolve into the largest criminal mastermind in Chicago.  Instead, the most influential network took root in Jim Colosmio’s and Johnny Torrio’s old territory.  Torrio became the head of vast illegal alcohol empire centered on the southeast side of the city.  While sex and gambling made him fairly wealthy, his profits from alcohol made him a multi‐millionaire.  More than any other man, Torrio was responsible for the attempt at the creation of a singular syndicate in Chicago.  According to the Tribune, “the systematizing of this underworld rule has been accomplished entirely by Torrio–the Alteries, the Bates, the O’Connors, and the Al Browns23 all are under him.”  He gained the support of both Republican and Democratic ward leaders, the mayor, and other political and court officials.  Between 1920 and 1924, under his direction, a unified criminal organization 
                                                     22Chicago Tribune, 3 August, 1924.        23These men were other high profile criminal leader of the time. 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Brown was 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Al Capone’s aliases.     
  
151 burgeoned across the city.  Torrio had over a hundred associates working directly for him.  Men such as Al Capone, Michael Heitler, Harry Guzik, and Charlie Carr helped to command these forces.  Torrio placed Joe Fusco in charge of overseeing the distribution of beer throughout the city.24   In building a regional wholesale alcohol empire, Torrio took notice of Druggan and Lake's method of gaining control of breweries in Chicago and surrounding towns.  He initially purchased a single brewery in order to supply the houses of prostitution that he oversaw.  Soon he was providing beer for establishments that he did not own and continuing to buy more breweries.  Torrio eventually made a deal with Joe and Frank Stenson similar to Druggan’s agreement.  By the mid‐1920s, the Daily News and the Tribune both referred to Torrio and Joseph Stenson as the “twin kings of commercialized crime in Cook county.”  “The brewer is so completely above the law, so thoroughly protected from prosecution, that it is unsafe to mention his name,” the Daily News claimed.  Torrio controlled a number of breweries in the Chicagoland area, including the Sieben Brewery, which he co‐owned with a number of criminal leaders and its former owner and brewmaster George Frank.25   Working with a variety of Chicagoans from all neighborhoods and backgrounds, Torrio, known by his criminal associates as “Nice (or Nize) Johnny,” expanded from Colosimo’s territory in the Levee to build the most influential 
                                                     24Chicago Tribune, 20 November, 1924, 15 June, 1931, 20 July, 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25Chicago Tribune, 18 November, 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24 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152 syndicate in the history of the city.  Unlike many other organizations built around ethnic unity, Torrio’s alliance did not care for national or religious biases but instead reached out to anyone willing to use the Eighteenth Amendment to profit.  Irish, Italian, Polish, Bohemian, and Russian‐Jewish groups participated in the building of this citywide syndicate.  This multi‐cultural organization additionally included members of Jewish, Catholic, and Protestant faiths.  Torrio brought cooperation and organization to an underworld in a state of violence, flux, and change.  He was also the originator of moving one’s criminal operations outside his primary “turf.”  “I’m sick of the first Ward, he allegedly told a friend.  “There’s no money in it.  I’m going to start operating wherever I get a chance all over the city and in the suburbs, too…  A monopoly of all Cook county [sic] is the only way to handle this business so it’ll really pay.”  Even if the reported statement did not actually come from Torrio’s mouth, he did in fact succeed in expanding commercial sex, gambling, and liquor‐selling establishments throughout the region and increasing the territory of the criminal organization to which he belonged.26     In some respects, Torrio’s assembly of works resembled legal businesses.  In coordinating a structure of illegal alcohol distribution, Torrio worked to bring durability and stability to the market. The group’s original headquarters was at the Four Deuces 2222 South Wabash In 1924, they began to spread out and moved into several locales, including a small building at 2146 South Michigan Avenue, the 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154 the owner often ended up dead.28   While the creation of a citywide criminal network allowed for some forms of harmonious interaction, it also created the conditions for tensions, as separate factions resisted monopoly and battled for control of particular neighborhoods.  A number of criminal leaders emulated Torrio’s success to gain wealth in their own communities.  While many of these neighborhood overlords worked with Torrio, other men eventually decided to contest hiw authority.  As federal agent Brice Armstrong explained, “Druggan and Johnny Torrio were the original Chicago beer runners… with Dean O’Banion, the O’Donnell brothers, and the Millers simply ‘boy scouts’ in comparison.  But, as the hoodlums saw the money roll in… they kept splitting up into new gangs.  Each lieutenant would form a gang of his own, competing with the others and hijacking their beer until his own lieutenants formed their gangs and gave him the same medicine.”  Nonetheless, the Torrio syndicate eventually subsumed many of these separate factions through agreements or use of violence.29   While Bronzeville residents had a degree of control of the leisure district, white controlled syndicates primarily operated and profited from lawbreaking conditions in the area.  Soon white outsiders became more influential in the Black Belt, within both the underworld and the entertainment business.  Syndicate‐run 
                                                     28Chicago Tribune, 7 April, 1925, 24 February, 1929.  R. T. Naylor discusses the primary differences  between legal and illegal enterprises in Wages of Crime, Chapter One.        29Chicago Tribune, 17 March, 1924.    
  
155 establishments like the Plantation Café and the Sunset Cabaret surpassed black‐owned cabarets such as the Dreamland Café, Apex Club, and Lorraine Gardens.  Further, black Chicagoans were largely excluded from the top of the hierarchy of the illicit alcohol economy.  Thus white criminal leaders controlled organized crime in Bronzeville.  The Johnny Torrio‐Al Capone syndicate distributed much of the alcohol.  The area became one of the most profitable territories for the organization.  An alleged arrangement between Torrio and Black Belt criminal and political leaders, such as policy “king” Dan Jackson and Alderman Oscar DePriest, to exchange control of gambling businesses for their avoidance of the alcohol market kept violence between the two groups virtually non‐existent.  Very few black residents died as the result of their involvement in the underground alcohol economy.30      Two separate O’Donnell brothers organizations were major components of syndicated bootlegging, one on the West Side and one on the South Side.  The South Side O’Donnell family was among the first group to attempt to maintain independence from Torrio’s syndicate.  In 1923, they began sending their men out to illegal drinking establishments to get them to switch from buying Torrio beer to making them purchase it from them.  Numerous proprietors met their violence, most notably Jake Geis, who owned a neighborhood saloon at 2154 West 54th Street. 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3 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158 O’Bannion and Torrio, was the rule until the election of William Dever in 1923, who attempted to enforce the law, making systems of graft more difficult.  Neighborhood criminal leaders, namely O’Bannion, began challenging Torrio for territory.  In the early years of the Eighteenth Amendment O’Bannion worked with Torrio.  Newspapers referred to the “Torrio‐O’Bannion” ring.  However, a series of feuds caused O’Bannion to split away from the city’s primary syndicate.  The two both held shares of ownership in a number of breweries, including the Sieben Brewery and the Malt Maid Brewery.     O’Bannion, a son of Irish ancestors, represented both the cooperation and antagonism between ethnic groups within the underworld.  While in the early years of Prohibition O’Bannion worked with Italians such as Torrio, he became increasingly hostile.  The year 1924 was critical in the division between O’Bannion and Torrio.  Conflict began in the midst of the crackdown during William Dever’s term as mayor.  Telling an assistant, “To hell with them Sicilians,” O’Bannion began his battle against Torrio and his allies.  He achieved his revenge against Torrio by framing him for arrest.  He set up a meeting with Torrio at the Sieben Brewery, which he knew was being raiding at the time.  After arrested, Torrio accurately blamed O’Bannion for a set‐up.  He then decided he would no longer be able to work with or around O’Bannion.  In November, as O’Bannion worked on his flowers at his shop on North State Street, two men–who he apparently knew and greeted–shot and killed him.35   
                                                     35Nichols, Prohibition Survey; Allsop, The 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159   Despite O’Bannion’s death, his organization thrived into the 1920s with Earl Weiss, and later George Moran, as head.  They made their headquarters at the Club Southern–known as the Wigwam–at the corner of Halstead, Grace, and Broadway Streets (former site of the Marigold Gardens) and continued to battle Torrio.  In late the 1920s, the group also set up a headquarters downtown at 127 North Dearborn Street.  O’Bannion’s successors battled Torrio’s organization over turf to distribute alcohol until the end of Prohibition.  With “Hymie” (or Earl) Weiss and George “Bugs” Moran as heads, the operation expanded and by 1924, it was chiefly responsible for providing alcohol for numerous locales, including the Fox Lake resorts northwest of the city.36     While Torrio was the key figure in building the city’s largest criminal networks, Al Capone, the son of Italian immigrants who was born in Brooklyn, evolved into Chicago’s legendary mobster.  A number of events frightened Torrio out of being directly in charge of the booze market.  In 1925, a federal jury prosecuted him for his involvement in the Sieben Brewery.  Further, O’Bannion’s successors retaliated against Torrio but failed to kill him. Torrio decided he wanted out and handed control of the organization to Capone, an assistant he hired in the early 1920s at $25,000 a year to help build his wholesale distribution.  Torrio remained instrumental in decision‐making.  With Capone in charge, syndicate heads reached a new agreement in November 1926 to respect each other’s territory.  
                                                      36Chicago Daily News, 11 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160 Criminal leaders, however, eventually refused to comply with this accord and the battle for turf continued unabated.37    O’Bannion’s successors were not the only foes Capone acquired.  The Genna family was a major beneficiary of Prohibition and became one of the primary forces behind the illegal alcohol economy.  Before 1919, Tony, Angelo, Peter, Vincenzo (or “Jim”), Mike and Sam Genna were unheard of; however by the mid‐1920s, they were among the city’s most feared criminal leaders.  The Genna’s built their network in the pre‐1922 Nineteenth Ward, maintaining a three‐story headquarters at 1022 West Taylor Street in the heart of the Little Italy in the Near West Side community.  The Italian American Education Club was the official occupant of the building but it was merely a front.  Though their connections to Italian politicians Phil D’Andrea and later Joseph, or “Diamond Joe,” Esposito, the family came to manage crime in Little Italy.  The Gennas initially obtained their alcohol by fraudulently purchasing government holdings of whiskey and then cutting them at their headquarters.  As this source dried up, most of their alcohol came from home production.  Through both persuasion and force, they set up small distilleries in the residences of many of the Italian immigrants who lived in the neighborhood.  Crime brought millions of dollars to these men and women and politicians like Esposito, who ran for the United States Senate in the late 1920s, attained great prominence.38   Throughout the first five years of Prohibition, the Genna’s West Taylor Street 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162 fellow Italian and Sicilian immigrants in the area, the Aiello brothers developed into a major force within the underground alcohol economy.  During the family’s conflict with the president of the Unione Sicilina, Tony Lombardo, numerous families left Little Sicily to avoid the violence.  The Aiello brothers forged alliances with both the Torrio and O’Bannion organizations to build one of the largest distribution networks in the city.  In an attempt to challenge Capone’s organization, the Aiello’s succeeded in getting Joe Aiello to become the head of the Unione Siciliana; however, his reign did not last long after a Capone hit man murdered him in 1930.40 Despite constant clashes with competitors, Capone’s organization continued to expand.  After the mid 1920s, the group obtained much of their alcohol from importation in addition to large breweries.  They received shipments from the various “rum rows” off the coasts of New York, Miami, and New Orleans, in addition to a large amount that originated in Canada.  Much of the Canadian whiskey that made its way to Chicago came from Detroit.  In the mid‐1920s, Capone made a deal with Detroit's “Lefty” Clark, the head of Detroit’s Purple Gang, which allowed for the shipment of vast quantities of Old Log Cabin brand Canadian whiskey into Chicago.  Boats brought it in from Windsor over the Detroit River or Lake St. Claire, then workers packed it into trucks for distribution.  Capone’s organization employed a 
                                                       40Schoenberg, 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163 number of men to transport the whiskey from Detroit over highways.41   Under Capone’s control, the group extended their reach even further outside the metropolitan region. The organization expanded from the Levee to the South Side and southern suburbs.  Eventually it came to control areas in all parts of the city.  While a number of criminal organizations provided booze to the Loop, the Torrio‐Capone syndicate came to control the flow of alcohol in the area through their neighborhood headquarters in the Garrick Theater Building at 64 West Randolph Street.  The group possessed territory on the West Side and North Side as well.  They attained sources and business connections as far away as New York and Miami.  They additionally branched their wholesale business throughout Illinois and beyond to cities and towns as far west as Iowa, Kansas, and Nebraska.42 As early as 1919, Torrio sought to expand their rule into outlying areas.  Suburban speakeasies, highway roadhouses, and lakeside resorts were all products of the Prohibition era.  Johnny Torrio became “Boss of Burnham,” running the Burnham Inn and a number of other liquor‐selling houses of prostitution and gambling halls.  While Burnham’s popularity soon waned, towns such as Berwyn, Chicago Heights, and Calumet City all saw the underworld gain influence.  Stickney, a town with minimal crime before Prohibition, became “a byword for commercialized vice.”  Cicero developed into the new center of the Torrio‐Capone syndicate.  Syndicated networks followed the general tendency toward decentralization in the 
                                                     41Chicago Tribune, 23 November, 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22 September, 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164 1920s and illegal activity geographically expanded throughout the region.  Organized crime seemed to follow residents from the city to the suburbs as many sought to escape it.43    The influence of Chicago syndicated crime extended well beyond the metropolitan area.  Nearby states felt its influence as well.  The organizations’ reach “embraced approximately one‐fourth of the entire country, from New York on the east to Minneapolis and Detroit on the north” from “Omaha on the west and Tulsa and Hot Springs on the south.”  Some of these alliances were well established.  Some were loose and less established.  Capone and his assistants helped to spawn a number of affiliated groups in outlying towns and nearby states.  One affiliated group manufactured liquor in Aurora and Whiteside County and distributed it throughout Illinois, Iowa, and Minnesota.  Ted Newberry, assistant to Capone during the late 1920s and early 1930s, helped produce the alcohol by operating a massive distillery in Carbon Cliff, Illinois.  With the assistance of Mike Blumberg of Clinton, Iowa, the group was able to bring his system of alcohol distribution to Iowa.  Brothers Anthony, Paul, and Gabriel Cinquinna collected tribute money for Capone and in return helped to set up networks of protection and find sources of alcohol.  A number of politicians, such as state’s attorney of Whiteside County Robert W. Besse, provided protection to Blumberg and his associates.  When arrested, Blumberg depicted the depth of corruption when he told authorities that “all the roads from 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166 for all their endeavors.  These figures were based on records government officials seized from one of their business headquarters at 2446 South Michigan Avenue and proved to be extremely low estimates of the amount of profits.  In 1931, when federal officials indicted Al Capone and sixty‐eight of his assistants, prosecutors claimed the group had accumulated over 200 million dollars in gross income between 1921 and 1931 just on beer, splitting 20 million dollars a year between almost seventy participants.  Federal authorities claimed the syndicate made at least another fifty million dollars a year on liquor made from stills they controlled, totaling a seventy million dollar a year gross profit.  Other reports put their gross income at 100 to 300 million with the addition of gambling and prostitution profits.  Over half of this was from the alcohol trade.47  The development of syndicated alcohol markets led to the creation of other jobs and provided steady careers for many Chicagoans.  At the top of the hierarchy were about a dozen “board of directors,” as the Tribune called them.  Unione Siciliana head Tony Lombardo, Tony Volpe, Jake Gusick, Joe Fusco, Lawrence “Dago” Manzano, Charles Fischetti were among Capone’s most trusted allies.  Below the “board of directors” was a group of around a hundred or so men who had close contact with leadership and were responsible for the daily operations of commercial sex, gambling, alcohol production and distribution, “labor racketeering,” violence and intimidation, security, and police protection.   The syndicate also employed 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168 security for criminal leaders was a lucrative profession and often led to high positions within the hierarchy of the illegal alcohol economy.  For instance, Torrio was a bodyguard for Colosimo and Capone served as a bodyguard for Torrio.  Many observers believed that Rio would inherit Capone’s power once he was behind bars.50   Criminal leaders likewise utilized trustworthy gun dealers from whom they purchased their weapons.  Among the most frequented of them was Peter Von Frantzius.  Investigators implicated Von Frantzius in supplying machine guns for both the murder of Tribune reporter Jake Lingle and for the St. Valentine’s Day massacre.51  Even transporting of criminal leaders around the city became an elaborate task with many men involved.  Chauffeurs were among overlords’ most trusted confidants.  A crew of drivers, many of whom were black, worked for the Capone syndicate to transport participants to various meetings spots, around the city for nightlife, and to their homes.52 The production of alcohol required a team of overseers.  As the syndicate consolidated more breweries, they hired a number of men to help operate them.  Bert Delaney, who was born in Canada and immigrated to the United States in the early twentieth century, acted as the Torrio‐Capone superintendant of all breweries, 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169 visiting each site weekly and making sure that operations were running smoothly.  Steve Swoboda, a Chicago‐born resident who parents emigrated from Czechoslovakia, functioned as the official “brewmaster,” developing formulas for different types of beer.53 Once in their hands, syndicate leaders needed to find methods to distribute the alcohol.  Sales agents were another critical component of illegal circulation.  Often referred to as the “lieutenants” of criminal leaders, these men were important cogs in the system’s machinery, as they were responsible for expanding distribution networks.  Agents often overlapped with strong‐arm men.  They visited illegal drinking establishments to persuade or intimidate owners to sell their alcohol.   Hymie Levine was one of the most powerful agents for the Capone syndicate.  Levine stared working as a salesman for Loop bootlegger Jake Guzik during the early years of Prohibition, when Capone did not work with Guzik.  By the late 1920s, he, and his “gorillas,” or strong‐arm men, persuaded Loop proprietors of speakeasies to buy their beer and liquor through talk, bombs, and other violence.54  Owners of illegal drinking establishments were often target of intimidation.  The life of Jerome Weitzman provides an example of how syndicates tied the hands of retailers.  Weitzman, who served as a barber before Prohibition, opened a speakeasy at 229 South Halsted Street in Greektown with the assistance of the Capone syndicate.  Disappointed in the rate of his return, Weitzman began buying 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170 near beer and spiking it with industrial alcohol.  Weeks later his former business associates had him murdered.  An unknown assailant fired four shots into his body as he worked in his speakeasy.55     No participant in the booze market was immune from brutality.  Frank Hitchcock was a long time companion of Johnny Torrio and was proprietor of a number of liquor‐selling and commercial sex resorts in Burnham, Illinois.  After Hitchcock chose to buy alcohol from another buyer in 1928, Capone strongmen shot and killed him.56    The transport of alcohol, both from outside the city and within the city, involved numerous workers.  Drivers of trucks, referred to as “runners,” received up to a hundred dollars a week.  Working with an assistant, they usually drove all day unloading barrels of beer and bottles of liquor to retail establishments.  Trucks usually parked in the alley and delivered the product through the rear entrances of retail outlets to remain inconspicuous.  The Torrio‐Capone syndicate operated the greatest number of delivery vehicles across the city.  During their early years, they established a guise for the excessive amount of transportation by forming the World Motor Service Company, a trucking and moving business that Joe Fusco incorporated.  Former deputy sheriff of Cook County Nick Juffra acted as “chief of transportation” and provided security for vehicles.  Capone was responsible for purchasing automobiles.  Literally hundreds of trucks drove the streets daily 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171 delivering replacement barrels, bottles of beer, and assorted liquors.  These men often carried weapons because they often had to defend their cargo against hijackers.  Finding honest drivers became harder, as many used their position to hijack the alcohol and sell it through their own network.  Dry agents were another cause for concern of course.  If they discovered evidence in a vehicle, they were likely to confiscate it with no chance of it being returned.57    The illegal alcohol market not only required a network to produce, distribute, and sell booze but thousands of men and women who were only peripherally involved.   Prohibition created a whole new class of bondsmen to respond to the inevitable arrests.  Woman often played a key role providing bail, as criminals’ wives were some of the only people lawbreakers could trust.  Bondsmen developed as a larger enterprise in the 1920s.  The development of large systems of bondsmen particularly demonstrated the comingling among different groups, evidenced by the frequency of bondsmen who bailed out defendants from neighborhoods across the city.  Jennie K. Butler exemplified how the world of bail bondsmen became more prominent and how women took a significant part in this world.  Butler, a migrant from Wisconsin who worked as a spinner for a rug factor, came to the assistance of lawbreakers from a variety of ethnic and class backgrounds.  While living in the North Side community of Avondale at 2920 West Belmont Street, she traveled to the Cook County jail located downtown in order to pay bail money for defendants from across the city.  Her activities as a bondswoman provided her with wealth and she 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172 was able to own her own building.58  By the late 1920s, large national surety companies became more dominant.  These businesses maintained branches in many cities and provided bail to arrestees who did not have enough funds.  The National Surety Company and the Public Indemnity Company became the largest bondsmen businesses.  Both were located downtown at 175 West Jackson Boulevard, just blocks away from the downtown Cook County Jail.59  Building a network of alcohol distribution required a talented team of lawyers as well.  Payment of protection money did not always provide a guarantee for immunity.  A number of attorneys gained popularity defending violators of Prohibition laws.  Besides Clarence Darrow, Francis Borrelli was another well‐known attorney who took up numerous cases.  Italian lawbreakers across the city utilized his services and he used his popularity to become a judge of the municipal court of Chicago by the end of the 1920s.  Among the most prominent lawyer who defended violators was former United States Assistant District Attorney Michael L. Igoe.  Igoe, who was also a key political figure within the local Democratic Party, represented hundreds of men and women against charges of dry law violations along with his partner Henry Freeman.  His wealthiest, and most powerful, client was Johnny Torrio.  Igoe used his popularity to gain recognition.  In 1935, Illinois 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173 voters elected him to the United States House of Representatives, although he soon resigned to become an attorney in the District Court of the Northern District of Illinois in Chicago.  In 1939, President Roosevelt appointed him as a judge for that court, a position he held until 1965.60 Regardless of what syndicate to which one belonged, none were defined by or comprised of single ethnic, religious, or racial groups.  Conspiracy cases in criminal records most often include men and women from distinct and multiethnic backgrounds.  For instance, Capone’s organization included not only residents of Italian descent but from Irish, German, Czech, and Canadian backgrounds, as well as numerous Chicagoans whose ancestry dated back to the United States many decades.  Conspirators came together across disparate upbringings in their attempts to break the law.  Almost every social group in Chicago was represented in the upper echelons Torrio and Capone’s organization expect African Americans.  Capone, however, did employ black Chicagoans as bodyguards and drivers.  While these interactions often proved harmonious, they also contributed to existing tension.  For instance, the Irish‐American O’Bannion often distrusted Italians and this was often a source for tension between the two groups.  Nonetheless, geography and criminal affiliation often proved more important in establishing one’s allegiances than ethnicity or religion.61 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175 ultimately unable to eliminate it.  Alcohol syndicates’ political connections, ability to elicit terror, and distribution of well‐paying jobs were too much for Dever and his allies.  The power of Torrio and his cohorts only continued to expand in the mid‐1920s.62   The method of organization in Chicago was so profitable it became a model for other locales.  While no small town or city reached the level of coordination of Chicago’s underworld, networks of alcohol distribution arose across the country.  Newspapers began referring to the “Capone of Clinton, Iowa” or “the Capone of Kansas City.”  Nonetheless Chicago was above the rest in the level of sophistication of its underground economy.63   The systemization of the alcohol economy, while causing instability with its violence and constant replacement of chieftains, provided a sense of permanence and structure to the trade.  With the development of organized networks, illegal careers became more available to ordinary Chicagoans.  The informal alcohol market competed with legitimate sources of income.  “Big shot” organization heads who reaped profits in the millions, however, were not the only beneficiaries of syndicated alcohol activity.  Thousands of other participants, such as drivers, retailers, and still and brewery workers, were willing to temporarily forget the ruthlessness of criminal leaders because they also provided a form of economic mobility previously not as accessible. 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179 burgeoned into citywide enterprises, usually based within local Republican Party organizations.  An unprecedented consolidation of politicians, policeman, ward “bosses,” “lieutenants,” and other criminal figures blossomed during the 1920s that profited from the toleration of illegal activity.  These networks of relationships and cash flows between public officials, enforcement officers, and the underworld assisted lawbreakers and made their illegal activities stable and lucrative.  The more money criminal leaders earned, the more funds they could offer for protection and bribery and the more power they attained.5  Through their connections with city hall, police courts, and enforcement officials, ward politicians offered invaluable assistance.  Ward committeemen and aldermen maintained the ability to influence police departments and regulate the proliferation of commercial sex and gambling.  Elected officials were additionally often responsible for disbursing graft, often referred to as “grease,” from the hands of criminal leaders to captains at cooperative police stations.  After Prohibition began, they arranged liquor sales between saloonkeepers and their sources for alcohol.  Ward politicians frequently met to discuss “cut in rates,” or the amount of money they received for each barrel of beer sold in their wards.6  The pre‐1920 political structures of Chicago were an important element in how Prohibition evolved in the city.  A major engine behind the growth of 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180 syndicated crime in these years was Mayor “Big Bill” Thompson.  Between 1915 and 1923, under the direction of his political ally Fred Lundin, Thompson built one of the largest political organizations in the country.  Contemporary commentators often compared it to Tammany Hall in New York City.  Lundin and Thompson operated from their headquarters in the Union Hotel across from city hall, referred to as “little city hall.”  While the organization was Republican, it often acted as an “octopus” that attracted members of both parties in order to secure control of the city, county, and state for more wide‐open business policies that encouraged and profited from commercial sex, gambling, and, after Prohibition, the illicit sale of alcohol.  While not maintaining direct links with all of the elements of the criminal world, Thompson created the political conditions that allowed for it to thrive.  Even after Thompson’s ward organization was temporarily defeated in 1923, the city council and county board continued to have a wet majority and allowed for violations of the law to occur. 7  Thompson had long profited from illegal activities in Chicago and was a major component to the pre‐Prohibition criminal structure.  For instance, Frank Loesch of the Chicago Crime Commission claimed that criminal leader Johnny Torrio contributed over a quarter of a million dollars to Thompson’s mayoral campaigns in 







                                                     8Chicago Tribune, 20 November 1960.         9A “blind pig” referred to an illegal alcohol operation before Prohibition.         10Chicago Daily News, 7, 8 April, 1920.  
  
182 as well as black, German, and Swedish voters in his mayoral victories in 1915 and 1919.11 While gaining some votes among the working class, he was not as popular among newer immigrant groups due to his opposition to World War I and his public support of Prohibition in his early terms as mayor.12 More than anything, his organization depended on the disbursement of almost three thousand city and county jobs and millions of dollars in contracts.13    The Thompson organization sprung from the Fred Lundin branch of the local Republican Party but often demonstrated a bipartisan tendency to work with Democratic politicians.  This was particularly true in its desire to secure protection for illegal activities.  Many Democrats fought for reform, but some willingly worked with Thompson and his organization.  Traditionally, neither Democrats nor Republicans had a monopoly on tolerance for commercial sex and gambling and the systems of graft and protection that supported it.  Both parties had anti‐alcohol and moral reformers and each had members who allowed for a more wide‐open business policy.  While numerous Democrats may have had more connections with the city's underworld, the local Republicans became the primary party that governed syndicated crime during the late 1910 and 1920s.  Criminal leaders, however, exploited toleration of both groups of party leaders to their benefit and by the early 1920s, underworld figures enjoyed strong alliances with both Republicans 













                                                     17However, unlike Anton Cermak, he was never able to control the county board presidency.  
  
186 saloonkeepers, madams, and gambling hall operators who did not pay the club fees and have Thompson’s picture on their wall.  Through this system, much of city government allowed mass violations of Prohibition.  These clubs earned Thompson a great deal of support in many districts that heavily profited from illegal endeavors.  Drinking establishments thrived in wards where Thompson Clubs had the strongest alliances with police precincts, such as the East Chicago Avenue, New City, and Maxwell Street stations.18     Madams and gambling hall operators joined Thompson clubs at the beginning of his administration if they expected to operate without interference.  If the “city hall machine” maintained loyal politicians in the ward, then Thompson offered protection to illegal liquor sellers and distributors, in addition to commercial sex and gambling operations.  However, being a part of the club did not always guarantee police would not investigate them.  Some precincts had reform‐minded cops who refused to follow orders.  By sending uncooperative police captains and lieutenants to other stations, however, illegal activity flourished.  Many madams and gambling hall operators attained great influence during Thompson's regime as mayor.  After Prohibition, saloon and hotelkeepers flocked to the Thompson Clubs.  Former saloon, hotel, and cabaret owners became a major component of the Thompson organization in just the first few months of the Wartime Prohibition Act.  Not only did they offer protection from police interference 
                                                     18Chicago Daily News, 24 February, 18 August, 1920; Chicago Tribune, 18 December, 1920, 15 November 1920.   
  
187 but they also put pressure on federal agents and officials not to prosecute certain individuals if offered enough money.19   Prostitutes composed a large percentage of the members of Thompson Clubs, most often within the Thompson Businesswomen’s Clubs.  For instance, as director of the club in the Eighteenth Ward, a madam referred to as “Mary Ann the Gunn,” became a primary player in the area’s underworld.20 Saloonkeepers additionally used Thompson Clubs to avoid arrest.  Italian immigrant and Thompson Club member Caesar Dal Pino represented the close relations between ward bosses and the illegal alcohol business.  Dal Pino, a naturalized citizen, operated a poolroom on the first floor and a restaurant and bar on the second floor of his building at 808 West Madison Street on the Near West Side.  He also paid his dues to the Thompson Club, assisted ward boss “Big Jim” Fleming, and served as a bondman for numerous criminals.  His connection to the mayor, however, was not enough for him to avoid the federal government.  In early 1920, agents arrested him and his bartender Ralph Ciucci for selling whisky.21  Thompson Clubs, however, were not the sole political organizations that built the underground alcohol economy.  Following Thompson’s exit from the mayor’s seat in 1923, the Thompson Clubs disbanded.  Other groups, such as the Republican 
                                                     19Chicago Daily News, 24 February, 18 August, 1920.        20Chicago Daily News, 24 February, 18 August, 1920.        21Chicago Daily News, 24 February, 18 August, 1920; USDC, Northern District of Illinois, Eastern  Division, Chicago, Illinois, Criminal Dockets, Volume 12, Case Number 7014; 1920 United States  Census.    
  
188 Boosters’ Club took their place.  Headed by Joseph Bagheria, the Republican Boosters’ Club arranged for the operations of stills and the distribution of alcohol.  While not as large as the city’s biggest syndicates, the group managed to stay in business until 1928 when federal agents infiltrated their ring.22     The Eighteenth Ward presented an example of a prominent Thompson Club and demonstrated how the mayor associated with criminal elements.  The ward was a longtime center of syndicated crime.  The Thompson Businessmen’s Club maintained a headquarters at 1438 West Jackson Boulevard and had numerous members.  Within the ward's boundaries was West Madison Street, which for decades was a popular nightlife area with gambling halls, brothels, dance halls, cabarets, and saloons.  While the administration of Carter Harrison, Jr. greatly reduced the spread of crime in the area, during Thompson's first mayoral administration, numerous brothels and gambling dens opened up.  After a few months of Prohibition, the Juvenile Protective Association described the district as worse “than at any other time within six years.”23     Thompson was able to influence the Eighteenth Ward largely through his  “lieutenant” Democrat Barney Grogan, a longtime ward boss.  Grogan, like other ward bosses, aligned himself with the criminal underworld, an alliance that often backfired on him.  According to the Chicago Daily News, Grogan often employed the 
                                                     22Chicago Tribune, 6 February, 1929.         23Chicago Daily News, 8 April, 1920.  
  
189 assistance of gunmen, such as Clarence White, an associate of Earl “Hymie” Weiss,24 to oversee the ward “with an iron hand.”25  While Grogan and his allies faced opposition from moral reformers, the Thompson organization nonetheless effectively maintained power.  Although Grogan lost his alderman seat in 1920, his ally "Big Jim” Fleming became the ward's committeeman, and “boss of the Eighteenth ward,” defeating Prohibition‐supporter Homer K. Galpin, thus retaining influence for the syndicate in the ward.  Fleming subsequently made the area friendly territory for commercial sex, gambling, and illegal liquor selling.26  During the election, he transferred uncooperative police officers from the nearby Desplaines Street station to the Woodlawn station where they would not interfere with the running of illegal endeavors, gaining him favor among voters.27    The Eighteenth Ward demonstrated the willingness of the Thompson organization to break party lines in order to protect and profit from illegal businesses.  Although many officials in the Eighteenth Ward were Democrats, they willingly made alliances with Thompson as they recognized that he controlled the systems of graft.  These bipartisan agreements often helped ensure control of the ward.  These sorts of arrangements were common in other wards as well.28   
                                                     24Weiss would later become the primary criminal leader on the North Side of Chicago until his murder in 1926.         25Chicago Daily News, 27 February, 1920; Chicago Tribune, 28 October, 1912.        26Chicago Daily News, 13, 28 April, 1920.       27Chicago Daily News, 8 April, 1920.        28Chicago Daily News, 8 April, 1920.  
  
190   “Diamond” Joe, or Guiseppe, Esposito represented the unclear line between the world of crime and politics in Chicago, even before Prohibition.  Esposito carried on him a “certificate of character” signed by Senator Deneen, Mayor Thompson, and thirteen other prominent Chicagoans.  Italian immigrants living on the Near West Side were attracted to Esposito because he shared a common background and maintained many of their values.  Esposito also owned the Bella Napoli Café at 850 South Halsted Street where he served homemade Italian wines and cuisine.  Garnering much support from Italians, he made an unsuccessful bid for United States Senator in the 1920s.29   Among the ward politicians to enter the alcohol business was alderman Titus Haffa of the Forty‐Third Ward on the North Side.  Haffa, a loyal member of Thompson’s Republican organization, was not satisfied merely offering protection for profit.  He forged many relationships in the world of bootlegging and quickly entered the business as a whiskey dealer on the Near North Side.  Haffa coordinated the construction of a number of stills throughout the North Side.  At the height of his business, the Tribune claimed he was responsible for over five million dollars in alcohol sales.  Despite being a public official, enforcement agents eventually caught on to him.  A jury in the Chicago federal court found Haffa guilty of conspiracy to violate Prohibition laws in 1928.  He served two years in Leavenworth federal penitentiary and paid a ten thousand dollar fine.  Haffa’s trial and conviction was 
                                                      29Chicago Tribune, 31 March, 1929.   
  
191 among the first real “higher‐ups” punished for their involvement in the underworld.30 Some ward politicians took advantage of their positions to directly operate illegal manufacturing or distribution businesses themselves.  Several became investors in wildcat breweries.  For instance, Eleventh Ward alderman Leonard Rutkowski bought the White Eagle Products Company, an alleged near beer brewery, and continued to produce real beer until federal agents arrested him in 1921.31    The involvement of police in the alcohol trade was obvious early.  In August 1919, less than two months after the beginning of wartime Prohibition, a shuffle broke out at a saloon at 5858 South Halsted Street, south of Packingtown in the Englewood community.  A policeman tried to confiscate a bottle of whiskey from the proprietor, “Ed” Hoffman.  When Hoffman refused, an unknown man then shot the policeman while another officer shot a different man who was fighting with the policeman.  At the time of the murders, fifteen constables were present drinking. The event was one of the first signs for Chicago residents that the police were involved in the illegal alcohol economy.32   The cooperation and participation of the various enforcement officials was critical in the implementation of systems of protection.  Controlling municipal police 
                                                     30Chicago Tribune, 9 July, 1931.         31Chicago Daily News, 13 April, 1920; Chicago Tribune, 26 August, 1921, 30 September, 1921, 12  September, 1923, 29 March, 1928.       32Chicago Tribune, 27, 29 August, 1919.    
  
192 stations was a fundamental aspect of dominating a district for the benefit of the Thompson organization, as well as for any underworld syndicate.  “Everybody who's in the copper game knows where the stuff comes from, where it's made, and how it's delivered…  Some little fellow has to take a rap but that's only done to show that the coppers are doing something,” explained an informant for the Juvenile Protective Association.  Police received both graft money and free drinks from alcohol proprietors.  When they received neither, they most likely raided the establishment.  At times when local precinct captains did not tolerate graft, officers accepted impromptu gifts from Prohibition, receiving a sum of cash in exchange for the violation not being booked.  Police officers additionally often assisted ward henchmen and workers in helping to register fraudulent voters.33  Building on the structure of bribery in place for gambling and prostitution, the Chicago police force became thoroughly compromised during the 1920s and 1930s.  The Chicago Police Department was largely composed of residents of Irish heritage.  Irish Chicagoans had maintained this presence on the police force since the late nineteenth century.34 Chicago’s force consisted of forty‐two police captains and approximately six thousand policemen below them.  Between 1920 and 1930, the force also was divided into five districts controlled by deputy commissioners.  Both these commissioners and the police captains had no qualms about making 
                                                     33”Roadhouse Survey, July 25 to August 31, 1929,” 7, Papers 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the 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Box 8, folder 106; Chicago Tribune, 8 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1926, 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34Francis O’Neill, 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Recollections of an Eventful Life in Chicago (Evanston: 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University Press, 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193 profit from laws of morality and often oversaw systems of graft.  Captain, lieutenants, and other ranking officers took cash from members of almost any criminal organization.  One Bureau of Prohibition official claimed that except for one personal friend, he did “not know of an honest captain on the force.”  Many policemen became integral to the largest bootlegging rings in the city.  Chicago cops arranged for the exchange of money between law enforcement officials and beer kings.  They would travel to retail establishments to collect cash from the keepers.  Officers also guarded beer trucks against arrest and hijacking.35   The support of police captains was critical in making a police station susceptible to institutionalized bribery.  Captain Dennis Mallory presents an example of the attitude of some commanders toward Prohibition.  Federal agents caught him assisting in the hijacking of a load of whiskey in 1921 and he was let go from the force.  He then assisted criminal leaders Terrance Druggan and Frankie Lake to purchase a brewery.  In 1924, he was reinstated in the police force.  By the early 1930s, Mallory was again a captain at the East Side station, where he made the district safe for the sale of alcohol.36  In Chicago, a number of politicians and police officers took part in the Torrio group.  Sergeant Daniel O’Connor was among the key figures.  O’Connor acted as the payoff man who disbursed graft money to police officers.  He had close relations 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Tribune, 30 May, 1924.         38Chicago 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November, 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195 Located in the Maxwell Street precinct were a number of warehouses that illegal alcohol distributors used for the storage of whisky.  Davey Miller’s brother Hirschie became bailiff of the Maxwell Street police court in the early 1920s.  With Eller’s backing, Hirschie Miller and his assistants distributed whiskey to a large section of the West Side in the early years of Prohibition.  Former police lieutenant, and future assistant in Dean O’Bannion’s organization, Sam “Nails” Morton, acted as a bodyguard for Miller and served as a “go between” for police officers and saloonkeepers.39   Prohibition affected graft within the Maxwell Street precinct.  During the first half of the 1920s, the Genna family came to dominate the system of syndication in the area.  The network they set up demonstrated how the police and criminal leaders were interwoven.  Based in the Maxwell Street station area, the Gennas enjoyed one of the largest systems of graft in the city.  By 1925, they paid more than $6,500 a month to the local police precinct station in addition to supplying police with discounted liquor.  Over four hundred uniformed police officers, including many captains and lieutenants, visited the Genna’s headquarters each month to show their badges and collect their money.  Captains received $500 a month while other officers got $200.  Representatives of the state’s attorney’s office of Cook County stopped by to gather their share of the profits as well.40   Police officers, however, were not merely involved with graft and protection 
                                                     39Chicago Daily 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28 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40Chicago Tribune, 15 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196 but participated in networks of bootlegging themselves.  According to chief of police Edmund Fitzmorris, at least half of the force directly took part in the activities of illegal alcohol production, distribution, or selling.41  Many officers served as alcohol runners while other policemen ran rings of hijackers, using their powers as officers to pull over drivers and force them to give up their supply.  Others used forceful methods to make saloonkeepers purchase their alcohol.  Many policemen worked their way quite high in the hierarchy of the illicit alcohol market.42  Leo O'Neil, a desk sergeant at the Woodlawn precinct police station, was among the numerous officers who had no qualms about using the Eighteenth Amendment to supplement his income.  In his alley garage at 4130 Grand Boulevard, O’Neil housed a variety of stills.  Federal agents nabbed O’Neil in 1924 for manufacturing and selling alcohol.  The Tribune described O’Neil as “the master rum maker of the city” and “the most complete and illicit distiller and bootlegger ever seized in Chicago.”  While the statement was an exaggeration, O'Neil represented the blurry line between enforcement officials and crime.  O’Neil carried out his business with little interference from neighborhood criminal leaders because he held the authority of the law.  He produced liquor for a wide clientele, which included a number of fellow police officers.43    The Cook County Sheriff's Office was a critical component of syndicated 
                                                     41Chicago Tribune, 25 September, 13 October, 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42Chicago Tribune, 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43Chicago Tribune, 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May, 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197 crime as well.  Thompson and criminal leaders maintained considerable pull with many members of sheriff's office.  Nick Juffra, a deputy sheriff of Cook County until 1924, was among the most influential bootlegger‐law‐enforcers in the early 1920s.  Juffra was deeply involved in the world of illicit alcohol selling and distribution.  In 1924, federal agents finally prosecuted Juffra for manufacturing, furnishing, possessing, and delivering alcohol.  After conviction, Judge James H. Wilkerson sentenced him to two years in Leavenworth prison.  When he returned to Chicago after serving his term, he immediately reentered the booze economy and eventually became a lieutenant for Capone organization of alcohol distributors.  No longer did he serve as an agent of the law but worked for the syndicate fulltime.  Federal attorneys prosecuted him along with Capone and sixty‐six other defendants in 1931 for numerous violations of the Prohibition laws.44  Some officers within the sheriff’s office were integral to the city’s largest criminal organizations.  Deputy Sheriff of Cook County Daniel McFall was a key component of Johnny Torrio’s syndicate.  McFall organized police officers on the South Side.   In 1923, Torrio utilized him to retaliate against the rival South Side organization headed by “Spike” O’Donnell.   Either McFall or his companion Frank McErlane shot the notorious criminal and beer runner Jerry O’Connor in Joseph Kepka’s saloon at 5358 South Lincoln Street.  A jury acquitted McFall of the murder 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199 Police Department or the Sheriff's Office of Cook County and often complained about the lack of cooperation they received from the local forces.  Many federal officials were not susceptible to bribes.  Numerous agents took personal interest in the enforcement of the law.  Some men even used questionable methods, such as using unauthorized violence and operating speakeasies themselves to discover participants in the illegal trade.  Director of Prohibition enforcement in Chicago Frank D. Richardson vocally complained about blackmail and bribery.  Members of the one of the largest whiskey rings in Chicago, he alleged, took pictures of him and another women walking down the street in an attempt at blackmail.  Further, Richardson claimed that L. T. Cox, president of a wholesale liquor dealer, offered him five thousand dollars to call off his investigation of a whiskey ring that spanned through Illinois, New York, and Kentucky.  He refused to cooperate.  Many of Richardson’s colleagues were just as committed to the job.  Brice Armstrong was among these “untouchable” agents.  Armstrong was said to have turned down more than $25,000 in “hush money” and to have been responsible for the closing of most wildcat breweries in the mid 1920s.  His activities made him into a target for underworld leaders.  Criminal leaders Terrace Druggan and Frankie Lake retaliated against him after an arrest, bombing his home in early 1924.47   Nonetheless, some federal Prohibition agents responsible for enforcing the laws were prone to corruption.  Prohibition officials working in Chicago’s 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Tribune, 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200 downtown headquarters in the Federal Building at the corner of Dearborn Street and Adams Street often personally opposed the law by breaking it themselves.  Many agents drank in nearby speakeasies, such as one eight doors away at 25 West Adams Street in the Loop.48     Moreover, many enforcement officers in Chicago used their positions to get free drinks for themselves, either by taking confiscated alcohol or accepting drinks from illegal businesses.  A number of agents took bribes and some even demanded them from retailers when they were found out. “Shakedowns” by government agents became more common as Prohibition continued and caused many illicit liquor dealers to despise the law and federal agents.  “Shakedown rings” involved enforcement officials at all levels of government and forced tens of thousands of dollars from non‐compliant saloonkeepers.  For instance, Marshall J. Ohrman served seven months in the Waukegan jail after trying to extort $200 from a drug store proprietor on Chicago’s North Side, one of hundreds of his victims.  Some officials working at the federal building offered law‐violators the chance to give them thousand dollars for “bail” when the opportunity presented itself, which they would he personally keep in exchange for releasing the offender.49 By mid 1921, the Chicago headquarters of the Prohibition Unit relieved seventy of its one hundred agents in an attempt to “clean up.”  Bribed agents were often able to “tip off” or warn illegal business operators that a search warrant had been sworn out for their 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3 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201 establishment or that a raid was planned.  Further, federal investigators discovered in 1927 that individuals responsible for padlocking places that had received injunctions were receiving payments for as much as a thousand dollars.  In return they would place notices of injunction in dark closets away from view.50   Internal revenue agents–who were responsible for approving the sale of legal bonded alcohol and who helped to enforce the law–frequently used their positions to increase their income.  For instance, Harry Mager, a collector of internal revenue in Chicago, viewed his career in the federal government as an opportunity for great profit.  At the outset of Prohibition, Mager, the son of German immigrants, became the chief of the revenue agents within the Department of Justice.  Along with his partner, state representative Benjamin Mitchell, he extracted over $50,000 in graft money from speakeasy and roadhouse owners in the metropolitan region.  Mager and Mitchell were then able to “fix” court cases and even prevent arrests from happening.  The two allegedly made another $400,000 reselling confiscated alcohol.  Hiding the liquor at a friend’s apartment, the duo then sold it to the owners of retail establishments.  Meanwhile, federal investigators were watching Mager’s every move for eighteenth months.  In late 1922, he faced federal charges.  With Benjamin Epstein, a skilled and experienced attorney in dealing with Prohibition cases in Chicago, as his lawyer, Mager managed to have the case against him dismissed due to “technical flaws” in the indictments.51 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202   President Hoover formed a massive investigation into lawlessness in the United States in 1929, known as the National Commission on Law Observance and Enforcement, or the Wickersham Commission.   The Commission attempt to eliminate corruption and graft within the Prohibition Unit.  The government set in place a new system with which to catch violators of the Eighteenth Amendment.  The agency changed its name to the Bureau of Prohibition and transferred from the Department of Treasury to the Department of Justice.  The move did little to increase pay for agents and ultimately kept in place systems of graft.52     Members of the judiciary system in Chicago additionally participated in syndicated booze selling.  Corrupt judges, bailiffs, and other officials were found within the ranks of the federal and municipal courts in Chicago and the surrounding areas.  While it is almost impossible to prove such activities, stories of them proliferated.  The fact that a majority of cases were dismissed in some manner perhaps corroborates these claims of the importance of the judicial system to the growth of the illegal alcohol economy.53     Participation in a syndicate was not a guarantee to stay clear of arrest, particularly if one played a smaller role in the system.  Despite the syndication system in place, law enforcement officers from the federal, county, and municipal level made thousands of arrests.  Enforcement officers, particularly federal agents, 
                                                      52Zechariah Chafee, Walter H. Pollak, and Carl S. Stern, Report on Lawlessness in Law Enforcement (Washington, D. C.: United States Government Printing Office, 1931).         53Chicago Tribune, 31 January, 1925.    
  
203 uncovered the workings of lawbreakers and brought them to court.  Further, some police officers and agents often took it upon themselves to arrest law violators who had paid for protection, causing conflict within many stations.  Speakeasy owners often understandably became angry when their graft funds provided little protection.  For instance, Julian Vlamynck resisted his arrest in 1931 telling police officers, “Listen you dirty bums.  I pay my protection.  The captain in this district is my friend.  If you don’t get out I’ll get your job.”  Vlamynck physically attacked the officers before being apprehended.  Instead of being freed, the officers took him in front of a special grand jury that was investigating graft in the police force.  He was one of thousands of proprietors caught off guard when their systems of security failed them.54   Although trials became more common, offenders–particularly influential ones– continued to face little resistance to their operations.  Even when defendants were found guilty and incarcerated, they faced few obstacles to continuing their lifestyle.  Prisoners were often given lax treatment and enjoyed special privileges, particularly if they maintained a prominent position within the underworld.  For instance, many inmates took advantage of the developing networks of bootlegging that arose within the Cook County jail and profited during their incarceration.  The prime example of this loose handling was provided in 1931 as Al Capone stayed there during his trial and continued running his business.55    
                                                     54Chicago Tribune, 21 February, 1931.         55Chicago Daily News, 8 April 1920, 18 May, 1921; Chicago Tribune, 14 September, 1926.  
  
204 As early as 1920, the crime situation in Chicago and the inability of police to enforce Prohibition and other laws of morality, along with the public pressure to clean up the city, led Thompson to replace Chief of Police John J. Garrity with Charles C. Fitzmorris.  While the change provided a new public face for the police, it did little to ultimately change the systems of graft in place.  The appointment of Fitzmorris was the first in a long line of chief resignations and police shakeups in efforts to clean up the force.   The largest of the efforts to reform city police stations and enforce Prohibition laws came with the election of reform mayor William Dever in 1923.  While he claimed to be against the idea of Prohibition, Dever sought to enforce the law because he believed that would bring order to the city.  He selected Morgan A. Collins as chief of police.  Collins subsequently fired every police officer who he had known to be involved in the illegal alcohol network.  Collins, with the assistance of federal agents,  closed sixteen breweries in the region and revoked the city licenses of thousands of “soft‐drink parlors.”  Dever’s determination to enforce the law briefly put an end to much of the excitement of the jazz age and resulted in new challenges from the city’s underworld leaders.56 While these events posed a threat to Thompson's city hall organization, they never stymied the growth of the syndicate but merely altered where it was located and fractured some of the alliances within the organized graft system. The greatest 




                                                     57Chicago Tribune, 5, 8 October, 1926.      
  
206 open.  Regardless of who was chief of police and what actions they took to suppress alcohol, the informal economy continued to grow throughout the city.58   Governmental and enforcement powers created the conditions for the continuation of drinking in Chicago.  While politicians, police chiefs, or criminal leaders might have succeeded each other, the same system of graft persisted.  While Mayor Dever attempted to eradicate the power of gang chiefs, his efforts where futile against his numerous opponents.  These factors lead to the development of one of the largest underground economies in the history of the country.  The increasing dominance of the alcohol underworld, assisted by components of the government, helped to ensure the failure of the Eighteenth Amendment in Chicago.  Prohibition multiplied the number of politicians, police stations, and legal officials participating in networks of graft.  This transformation worked to increase the population’s cynicism toward government and the political process. With the assistance of politicians, underworld leaders gained a position in the early 1920s in Chicago society that previous criminal figures did not attain.  To many observers, it was neither “capital” nor “labor” that was the structural authority that influenced society, but instead the world of crime.  Further, with a stamp of approval from ward organizations, thousands of men, and even women, 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 218 late 1926 and arrested more than a dozen participants.15   In order to supply out‐of‐town visitors, a number of small‐time retail alcohol sellers operated directly from hotels.  For instance, Samuel Simon of the Lawndale neighborhood sold whiskey from a room in the Congress Hotel under the alias J. H. Brown.  Working with the Congress’ bellhops, who told customers which room they could obtain liquor, Simon solicited the business of guests of the hotel.  He stored the alcohol in trucks and then supplied it to customers who came to his room.16   Alcohol sellers often plied their trade directly from the street in some neighborhoods.  On South Parkway Boulevard between 47th and 51st streets, the area that became the newly designated “Stroll” in the Black Belt during the 1920s, bootleggers sold liquor by the bottle and cup.  Revelers walking up and down the street, going to the numerous cabarets, “gin joints,” and dance halls in the area, purchased cups of moonshine for as little as a nickel.  For instance, William Budges, a thirty‐five‐year‐old resident of the area, sold moonshine on the street out of two hot water bottles hidden under his pants (Figure 30).  This street market to strangers allowed individuals to entered the trade without much capital or networking.17  
Former Saloons  
  One of the most prevalent illegal businesses was the traditional saloon.  
                                                             15Chicago Tribune, 4 December, 1926.         16Chicago Tribune, 6 January, 1927.         17Chicago Defender, 22 February, 1930, 20 August, 1932. 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Thousands of saloons continued operating with few women drinking and no displays 




























































































































  279 who carried “a Bible in his right hand and a flask in his left.”36 Gilday presented to Chicagoans the hypocrisy and futileness of Prohibition.  The very individuals who brought about a dry city did not hold up to the unreachable expectations they demanded of others.  By the early 1930s, the impossibility of Prohibition and the necessity of legal alcohol became a much‐discussed problem.    Ultimately, the support for repeal was bolstered by the gradual change of mind of middle‐class institutions and the industrial elite.  Increasing numbers wealthy dry supporters changed camps, resulting in decreasing donations.  By the 1930s, the Defender renounced its former adherence to Prohibition and instead referred to it as “a mental delusion.”  The Chicago Board of Trade, citing the potential increase in the price of barley, oats, and corn, voted among their organization to support repeal.  The Chicago Bar Association–just as the American Bar Association–reversed course on their stance and officially supported the elimination of dry laws.  The Industrial Club of Chicago, the Chicago Association of Commerce, and the presidents and directors of numerous Chicago businesses likewise strongly advocated modification of the Eighteenth Amendment and Volstead Act in order to help “control crime.”  This support from prominent and wealthy citizens bolstered the cause of wets.37     At the national level, John D. Rockefeller Jr., who had supported Prohibition                                                              36Chicago Tribune, 30 November, 1 December, 1931.         37Chicago Tribune, 12 May, 8 August, 19 September, 1931; Chicago Defender, 3 December, 1932; 
Abendpost, 2 August, 1933, Chicago Foreign Language Press Survey, Box 13, Special Collections, Joseph Regenstein Library, University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois.  
  280 with great initial enthusiasm, openly opposed the Eighteenth Amendment by 1932, coming out for repeal and angering many dry groups.  “Many of our best citizens,” he commented, “piqued at what they regarded as an infringement of their private rights, have openly and unabashed disregarded the eighteenth amendment [sic]; as an inevitable result respect for all laws has been greatly lessened; crime has increased to an unprecedented degree.” 38   A number of new repeal groups burgeoned during the late 1920s as the negative impact of the Eighteenth Amendment became more apparent and more citizens joined the cause.  The largest and most inclusive anti‐Prohibition group in Chicago was the Crusaders, a national group headed by the Colonel Ira L. Reeves.  While founded in Cleveland, not Chicago, the group soon established a national headquarters in Chicago.  Focusing on the surge in criminal organizations and lawlessness since 1919, the Crusaders appealed to the middle‐class values of many Chicagoans.  They also gained the support of numerous prominent individuals, such as attorney Clarence Darrow.  The group’s constitution declared: “The Crusaders are opposed to the Eighteenth Amendment because it has failed of its purpose and has, in fact, popularized the use of intoxicants; because it is debauching our youth, diminishing our respect for all law, corrupting our government, and threatening our economic stability through its development of a rich and powerful criminal class.”39    Believing that power was in numbers, the Crusaders sought to build a larger                                                              38Chicago Tribune, 7, 8 June 1932.         39”Constitution of the Crusaders,” Fred Blaidsell Papers, Box 1, Chicago History Museum, Chicago, Illinois; Chicago Tribune, 22 October, 1931.    
  281 organization than the Association Against the Prohibition Amendment and the Women’s Organization for National Prohibition Reform, with whom they also cooperated.  The Crusaders actively reached out to immigrant groups for their support and invited them to their events.  Soon they became a critical element in the movement against the Eighteenth Amendment in the city and attained a membership in the thousands.  Much like the Anti‐Saloon League, they fought for their cause by attempting to elect candidates who were supportive of their mission.  In another similarity to the Anti‐Saloon League, the group focused heavily at the local level and set up organizations in most of the wards, districts, and precincts in Chicago.  They endorsed candidates regardless of their party and solely based on their records and stance on the Eighteenth Amendment.  Their endorsements became well‐known news and their men almost always won.  The Crusaders launched a massive public campaign to elect a "wet" governor, state representatives in congress, and a wet president.40     The Crusaders held parades, rallies, and other demonstrations in effort to get citizens to pay attention to the fight for repeal and vote wet.  These assemblies were part of a larger effort by residents to publically voice their discontent.  The Crusaders felt it particularly useful to organize women to protest.  The largest downtown demonstration involved an airplane and boat exhibition in which an effigy of an old man representing Prohibition fell from a plane into the "wet" Lake                                                              40”Summary of the Activities of the Chicago Office of the Crusaders,” Fred Blaidsell Papers, Box 1, Chicago History Museum, Chicago, Illinois; Chicago Tribune, 22 October, 1931; Abendpost, 13 August, 1929, Chicago Foreign Language Press Survey, Box 13.   
  282 Michigan.41    Religious figures who opposed Prohibition became more vocal as well.  For instance, the Reverend Edmund G. Mapes of Christ’s Church expressed his views in the Crusaders official newspaper.  Mapes criticized the increase in drinking among the youth, the increasing prison population, and the greater organization of the underworld as the result of the Eighteenth Amendment.  He claimed that organized crime had “become an invisible and inviolable Empire whose income equals that of the greatest corporations of industry.”  “Al Capone spends more than the gross income of great corporations each year to bribe and corrupt those charged with enforcement of the law,” Mapes believed.   The reverend concluded that the only solution to the “growing menace to law and order” was to repeal Prohibition and place the manufacture and sale of alcohol under the legal control of the government.42   The cultural repudiation of dry laws and the crime and disorder it caused began to express itself politically by the end of the 1920s.  With the election of William Hale Thompson as mayor in 1927, the city made it clear that they did not want the enforcement of Prohibition that Mayor Dever represented.  Dever’s insistence that the city uphold the law proved costly to his political career.  However, residents’ support for Thompson was short‐lived.  In 1928, Chicagoans permanently rejected the Republican political machine created by Thompson,                                                              41Chicago Tribune, 7 June, 1932.       42The Crusader, 1 March, 1931, in Fred Blaisdell Papers, Box 1, Chicago History Museum, Chicago, Illinois.   
  283 largely due to its inherent corruption and connections to the black market.  During the primary elections, voters defeated all of Thompson’s endorsed candidates.  By the 1931 mayoral election, voters were thoroughly disgusted with him.  The city turned to the fiercely wet Democrat Anton Cermak.  Chicago never again elected a Republican mayor.  Thompson was the last.43     Cermak cited many reasons for repeal.  Just as other residents, he ardently opposed the destruction of liberty under Prohibition.  He once referred to the United States as a “the land of the free that now has more land and less freedom.”  Cermak additionally spoke of the increasing number of prisoners detained and patients at the state insane asylum as the result of the Eighteenth Amendment.  An immigrant himself, he appealed to the newly arrived class of Chicagoans when discussing Prohibition.   Running for United States Senate in 1928 allowed him to spread his message of repeal.  During the campaign, he argued there were inherent class discriminations in the law.  Speaking at a fall festival in Antioch, Illinois during the 1928 campaign, he told the crowd, "This is a rich man's law.  He who can afford to pay the price can stock his basement with all kinds of liquor but the poor man must do without it.”44 Cermak particularly pointed to the economic benefits of repeal, particularly after the Great Depression commenced in 1929.  Prohibition, he argued, was responsible for the raising of taxes, due to the loss of both local revenue from licenses and federal revenue from sales taxes.  Additionally in Chicago, landlords                                                              43Chicago Tribune, 11 April, 1928.         44Chicago Tribune, 14 September, 1928, 13 October, 1931.    
  284 were forced to leave many building's empty and their values depreciated considerably.  Ridding the country of the Eighteenth Amendment would both provide jobs and decrease taxes.     Using the Eighteenth Amendment as an issue of unification, Cermak forged an alliance between Chicago’s heterogeneous cultures and communities during the 1920s and early 1930s.  Cermak was engaged in the city’s cosmopolitan and bohemian cultures.  He was among those in attendance at the Dill Pickle's frequent intellectual discussions.  His efforts to form alliances between ethnic groups began in the early twentieth century with the formation of the United Societies of Local Self Government.  He symbolized not only the resistance to Prohibition but also for immigrant groups’ rise to prominence.  Polish, Italian, Irish, and black Chicagoans rallied behind him and the wet cause.45    Although Cermak was a committed wet supporter, he sought to eliminate the influence of the remnants of Capone’s network of criminals and waged a war against local speakeasies in preparation for legal alcohol.  While Capone was in federal prison, the underworld continued to blossom and Cermak wished to prevent its takeover of the industry following repeal.  Unlike Thompson, he used the local police to enforce the law.  He authorized a city ordinance that raised license fees for malt‐liquor sellers and restricted them from being located in private residences.  Cermak additionally brought extra measures to clean up illegal establishments in                                                              45Chicago Times, 22 August, 1937, found in Dil Pickle Collection, Box 1, Folder 28, Newberry Library, Chicago, Illinois; Lizabeth Cohen, Making A New Deal: Industrial Workers in Chicago, 1919­
1939 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991).    
  285 preparation for the Century of Progress World's Fair in 1933 and 1934.  He made an effort to drive the remains of the Capone syndicate out of the city before repeal so they did not muscle their way into the legitimate alcohol business.  His actions earned him praise from private anti‐crime organizations such as the Chicago Crime Commission and the Secret Six.46    Despite his war on Capone, some historians and commentators have pointed to the connection between Cermak and criminal leaders.  According to one historian, his attacks on illegal alcohol were meant to assist particular overlords.  Following Capone’s incarceration, Cermak allegedly attempted to have Ted Newberry and “Big Bill” Johnson control gambling in the city.  Others point to his cozy relationship with the booze boss of the northwest side Roger Touhy.  Further, while Cermak’s ties to the alcohol underworld remain unclear, it is clear that he allowed systems of graft related to gambling to continue among police.  Regardless of his dubious connections to organized crime, Cermak represented legal alcohol as opposed to underworld rule to most Chicagoans.47      By the early 1930s, Prohibition was the defining issue in Chicago politics.  Wet voters and politicians came from both the local Democratic and Republicans                                                         
     46Sonntagpost, 25 December, 1932, Chicago Foreign Language Press Survey, Box 13, Special  Collections, Joseph Regenstein Library, University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois; Roger Biles, Big City  
Boss in Depression and War: Major Edward J. Kelly of Chicago (DeKalb: Northern Illinois Press,  1984), 103‐104.         47Editorialist John Kass of the Tribune maintained that Cermak held close ties to underworld figures such as Touhy and that the Capone syndicate killed him, although he does not document his evidence.  See Chicago Tribune, 15 December, 2005; Kenneth Allsop contended that Cermak “moved nimbly to rationalize and control the city’s gambling enterprises” after Prohibition in The 
Bootleggers: The Story of Chicago’s Prohibition Era (New Rochelle, NY: Arlington House, 1961), 218, Biles, Big City Boss in Depression and War, 103‐104. 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Library, 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of 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